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The Challenge of Electronic Equipment
by EVERETT S. CALHOUN
Senior Systems Analyst, Stanford Research Institute, Stanford, California

Even if the complete and suitable electronic accounting equipment
installation it not yet here, considering cost, physical size, and adaptability to accounting work (involving the major obstacle of input output speeds) its eventual arrival is well - assured, the present article
indicates. The author offers a functional description of the group of

units which would make up such an installation, gives relevant information on the situation of the electronic industry with respect to it,
and supplies an embryo program for the accountant to follow in keeping his company abreast of the facts.
your payroll? How you answer that question
I in the next few years mayondetermine
your firm's competitive position. AcS TH ER E A "M AG IC B RA IN "

countants, comptrollers, and business executives are becoming more and more
interested in the possibility of applying electronic computers to their costly
bookkeeping requirements. In fact, the demand exceeds the supply. People
want more labor —and time- saving electronic office equipment than research
facilities can produce at present. However, progress in making practical electronic business machines promises to be rapid. The basic science and techniques
are known. The real problem now is to find out what type of machine business
wants to buy, what size units to make first, and what accounting problems are
most universal. Electronic business equipment manufacturers look to accountants to furnish some of the answers, so that they can turn out standard models
sooner.
The economic advantages over existing methods are so great that it appears
more a matter of "when" than "if" electronic equipment will be used quite
generally to handle business data. To help accountants prepare for this evoluJUNE, 1933
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tion in methods and procedures, this article will cover some of the basic facts
and fundamental reasoning about business applications of electronic computers.
In that way, further study on the subject may be more meaningful and accountants may be stimulated to organize procedures to take advantage of automatic
electronic methods as soon as they are available.
The major portion of this article will deal with the machines, themselves —
their makeup, basic components, and terminology —and will include also consideration of machine maintenance. The latter portion of the paper will go on
to give consideration to developmental aspects of electronic accounting equipment, discussing first what is technically known as miniaturization (progress
in reducing size of units), the prospective impact of electronic equipment upon
the field of clerical activity, and the companies active in the computer manufacturing field. Some mention of applications and equipment cost will be made.
The closing paragraphs of the paper will suggest to the accountant a program
through which he may well make good on his endeavor not to let his company
fall behind the procession in knowledge of the situation, present and prospective, of electronic accounting equipment.
ABOUT THE MACHINES, THEMSELVES

It is not possible to skip lightly technical aspects. In fad, it is here that it is
most necessary to get across a feet -on -the- ground beginning understanding of
electronic equipment. Moreover, as a whole new terminology is evolving
around these machines, it may be best to start with a few definitions.
Computer
There are two broad types of electronic computers, analog and digital. At
the risk of oversimplification, we may describe analog computers as fast slide
rules, and digital computers as fast adding machines. This gives second place,
for present purposes, to the analog computers. There are few uses in offices
for a machine that is not one - hundred per cent accurate. I do not want to give
the impression that electronic analog computers do not have an important place
in industry, in spite of the lack of one - hundred per cent accuracy. In many
uses, such as planning, statistical evaluations, forecasting, and engineering,
the variables are estimates and, therefore, the answers can be also. But accounts
are generally balanced to the penny and, for that reason, only digital or digit
counting machines will be considered here. These are completely accurate
within their capacity, provided everything works.
The binary-coded decimal system is used internally in most computers, in
1268
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order to save the mechanism and space that would be required if the decimal
system were used throughout. Magnetic pulses are automatically recorded in a
code pattern to represent any digit or alphabetical letter introduced. This could
be compared to the familiar Norse code used in telegraphy. Mathematical computations are performed by adding or subtracting these coded values within the
electronic circuits of the computer. The excellent article in Fortune, January,
1952, entitled "Office Robots," gives a graphic description of this unique system
of mathematics.
Nearly all of the electronic behemoths being released for sale in recent
months are of the scientific - mathematics variety rather than large quantity
data - handling designs. This seems to me to hold true in spite of the fact that,
most of them are called "general- purpose" computers. In general they were
designed several years ago for special government project computing work,
before the growing business machine market was revealed. However, nearly
every major manufacturer of office machines is currently engaged in the design
of real electronic accounting equipment.
The word "computer" is, in point of fact, too limited a term to describe
adequately the group of machines that will necessarily be combined to accomplish a bookkeeping function. Many writers have referred to such machines as
electronic "information processors" or "data- handling equipment." Early computers of the scientific digital variety used alphabetical abbreviations of their
functional characteristics as a name, such as "ENIAC" (Electronic Numerical
Integrator and Computer) and "EDVAC" (Electronic Discrete Variable Computer) both of which were originally constructed at the Moore School of Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, and "ORDVAC" (Ordinance Variable
Automatic Computer) made at the University of Illinois. The "UNIVAC"
(Universal Automatic Computer) made by Eckert- Manchley Corp., now a subsidiary of Remington Rand, follows this trend. However another of their subsidiaries, Electronic Research Associates, call their new large scale digital computer the "41103." I.B.M. also used a number, the "4 7 0 1 " to name their
latest release.
Perhaps "automatic electronic accounting machine" is the best name for those
applied to office procedures. In any event, the computer will not stand alone. A
truly general - purpose electronic accounting machine will include a computer,
which will electronically perform the mathematical calculations required in each
procedure, as one of four major units. Other principal units are the programming or control mechanisms, the memory or storage sections, and the input and
output devices. An understanding of these units is essential to any study of
JUNE, 1953
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this subject and they are discussed in the sections of this article immediately
following.
Programming
The function of programming is perhaps the most significant feature of
electronic computers. It can be described as giving 'operating instructions."
The accountant determines in advance for each given procedure the route the
data should follow from input to output. He determines the operations to be
performed at each step of the process and where to locate the rates, schedules,
or constants needed to perform the computations. When this information is
fed to the computer, the machine can then proceed in rapid -fire order through
a maze of complicated steps to the final solution, without human intervention.
In a special- purpose computer, these instructions are introduced into the
machine in its basic construction. General purpose computers get their programming instructions via punched cards, perforated tape from teletype or flexowriter typewriters, recorded magnetic tape, wired electric plug- boards, or other
memory devices. The success of an electronic computer installation may depend, to a large degree, on the skill of the programmer.
Considering the degree of automatic control being designed into these
machines, it becomes clear that the most efficient electronic machines of the
future will be those performing automatically an entire series of related operations. We must think in terms of an entire payroll system, stores accounting
system, or accounts receivable system, and even, eventually, an entire bookkeeping system tied together. All accounting operations of the system must;
be planned and integrated into a unit, not only on the organization charts but'
physically or through connecting wiring or long- distance teletype lines. This
sounds fantastic, and it is, but it is none the less within the realm of technical
feasibility.
Memory
The terms "memory drum," "data storage," or "information storage" are
used frequently in articles about electronic computers. These are not at all
mysterious, because of our general familiarity with other devices in common
usage. The first widely -used "memory device" was probably paper and pencil.
A filing cabinet stores these units of memory. Accountants are all familiar with
"accumulating registers" on bookkeeping machines, an excellent example of
a data storage unit. Punched cards are an extension of the register, allowing
totals or products to be punched, filed, sorted, and later reinserted in registers
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for printing or grouping in report form. Another well -known and efficient
device for memory of great masses of written information is microfilm, which
uses photographic reduction to minimize the filing space required.
More in line with the present discussion, we are all familiar with magnetic
wire or tape recorders which permit words or music to be stored for later playback, either for entertainment or radio use. It is some variation of the latter
device, magnetic recording, which, in a discussion of electronic computers or
data - handling systems, is usually referred to as "memory."
Large scale electronic data - handling systems will require storage of information consisting of many millions of digits. Fortunately, magnetic storage is
extremely compact. More than two thousand binary digits can be stored per
square inch of surface of magnetic storage drums. A million and a half digits,
or more, can be stored on one reel of magnetic tape. As a further example of
the space economy of magnetic tape data storage, a 1,500 foot reel of tape
will record the information contained on approximately 12,000 punched cards.
A punched card filing cabinet, built to hold about 75,000 cards, will hold
the equivalent of the data on 2,000,000 punched cards when they are reduced
to magnetic form on reels of tape. It is a point that the floor space now occupied by filing cabinets may become an important economic factor when it is
released by the use of magnetic tape data storage and microfilm document
storage.
Several other methods of electronic storage are being used in some digital
computers. Though limited in capacity in comparison with magnetic tape,
they have other advantages for special requirements. Electric relays are sometimes used in conjunction with punched -card- programmed computers. They are
bulky and relatively slow but fast enough to keep ahead of the still slower card handling equipment which feed the data. These are also electrostatic memory
devices, which are extremely fast and very useful for short -term memory requirements during computations. These can be described as similar to TV tubes.
Each digit is represented by a spot on the tube surface until it is used or erased.
Mercury-delay lines are another method where thousands of digits are electronically circulated round and round until called for. These latter two methods
have the disturbing quality of going blank whenever the current is interrupted.
Experiments are under way by the U.S. Bureau of Standards for a large capacity memory device utilizing a stack of notched discs on which masses of
data are recorded, with means for selecting any record and "playing back" the
desired information. This is similar in some ways to the familiar jukebox.
The speed with which information can be made accessible (as distinguished
JUNE, 1953
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from reproducing it) with use of magnetic storage devices, are in keeping with
the speed of the computers themselves. Each item of data recorded on a drum
is called a "word" and is accessible on every revolution. Drums have been built
to operate at from 1,750 to 7,000 r.p.m., with 3,600 r.p.m. most common.
They vary from the size of a pound coffee can to that of a 60- gallon oil drum,
according to the capacity requirements. Binary digits can be fed from tape to
computed mechanisms at a rate of 100,000 per second. Multiplications can be
performed at a rate of 1,000 problems per second. Additions and subtractions
take place ten times as fast.
It is natural to wonder at this point, "Why all this speed when there is no
way to write these answers down at a comparable speed ?" That question is
occupying the attention of research organizations throughout the country. Incredible as it sounds, patents are on file by Stromberg- Carlson for a printer
which will print data as fast as 1,000 lines per second, but the engineers are
still worrying about what to do when the paper tears.
However, the speed envisioned is little short of miraculous. The day may
come when an employee will look at the clock at five minutes of three, quitting
time in the electronic age, and decide he has time to run off another 100,000
bills. It may reach the point where we will work only during the "coffee
breaks" and go home the rest of the time. In any event, much of the drudgery
will be removed from the office.

Input- Output
Input and output devices are used to feed the data into the computer or
memory sections and to read out or print the results. Electric typewriters and
adding machines and also punched cards and perforated tape are being used
for these functions now. Usually scientific computers are concerned with a
small number of basic figures, a very complicated mathematical process involving perhaps many thousands of operations, and results given in one or a
few figures. Business uses of the digital computer are quite the opposite, introducing great quantities of data, relatively simple mathematics, and a multitude of answers in the form of bills, checks, or reports. Hence, the input- output
development takes on a new importance.
One computer being produced in quantity plans to use the rotary-wheel type
printer made by Shepard Laboratories. Its rated top speed is 1,200 digits per
second. It will print 10 lines per second of 120 characters each, which is the
equivalent of a typist producing more than 12,000 words per minute. Other
computers have used the rotary-wheel printer made by the Analex Corporation.
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Several other line - writing typewriters are nearing final development by Burroughs Adding Machine Co., Remington -Rand, and Potter Instrument Co. The
latter company has announced its "Flying Typewriter," which is rated at 500
lines per minute, these announcements of rapid printing speeds are most interesting.
All of these methods, when used for input of data, require operator - keyboard
handling of each digit involved, either to punch the holes in the card or to
record on the tape. Frequent errors are inevitable. Developments are bound
to come that will take the "raw media" and interpret them automatically. For
example, if the figures stamped by a time clock could be "read" from the time
card and entered into the computer without human effort, the gross pay could
be computed automatically. At Stanford Research Institute and other research
laboratories, this basic problem is getting preferred attention. Considering the
state of the electronic art, there is little doubt that a suitable system will soon
be developed which will eliminate the manual interpretation of original data
units. It is a recognized fact that input- output facilities have lagged behind the
development of the other components of electronic accounting machines, but
that recognition is now stimulating effort.

Internal Controls
Computers can be programmed to make decisions during computations, which
would alter a set routine. For instance, an item not complete or exceeding some
standard value, could be singled out for separate handling. However, in spite
of the impression sometimes given, man's basic—or woman's —is the only real
thinking machine. Robots will do only what they have been instructed to do
by the programming. Some have been developed which can choose one of
several paths from a certain point in a computation according to the magnitude
of the result at that stage. For instance, an electronic computer used in billing
for a utility could be pre -set to apply a reduced rate if the customer's consumption of power exceeded a certain minimum.
We might summarize the distinguishing features which characterize the
electronic accounting machine of the future as automatic programming, ultrahigh speed, and memory, i.e., the tremendous capacity for storing information
and relocating it almost instantly.

Reliability and Maintenance
Of almost as great interest to the engineers as the building of high - speed,
high - capacity, automatic, electronic computers have been the problem of their
JUNE, 1933
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maintenance. Companies planning large -scale electronic computer installations
should know in advance what factors to expect in the way of maintenance
costs. These costs, if excessive, are recognized as a limiting factor in the application and sale of the equipment. During the past several years many research
institutes have amassed a wealth of experience in projects concerning maintenance and reliability of electronic devices.
Breakdown have been roughly catalogued in two classifications: mechanical
failure and fatigue. The former is controllable by improved technical methods
and rigid inspection. The latter is minimized by replacements before normal
breakdown occurs. This is known as "preventive maintenance," as contrasted
with "corrective maintenance." Though it costs more, it is justified by providing more satisfactory service.
Vacuum tube failures occur under normal operating conditions at a rate of
between 6,000 and 10,000 tube hours. Thus, a five -tube home radio might
have one -fifth the number of breakdowns of a twenty -five tube television for
the same amount of use. When you consider that an electronic computer may
contain 5,000 tubes, it is easy to see that maintenance becomes a major factor.
Reliability of other components of the circuitry of a computer, such as crystal
diodes, resistors, and condensors, is relatively high, and the moving mechanical
parts are few. Records of unscheduled down -time, compared with operating
hours, have been quite satisfactory and are improving.
To assist in maintenance and to help detect errors, nearly all electronic computers are being designed with closed loop self - checking circuits, called "feed
back." In many cases, the machine performs each calculation twice in different
parts of the equipment, automatically rejecting the results if not identical. This
is a system of error detection well-known to accountants. Elaborate indicator
boards are provided with lights and buzzers to signal any machine failure and
its location.
The use of easily replaceable plug -in assemblies, each containing one
a
dozen tubes and related circuitry, further simplify maintenance problems. Subassemblies containing a weak or defective component can be quickly replaced.
Mass production techniques will require this type of construction.
DEVELOPMENTAL ASPECTS

As has been indicated throughout, electronic accounting equipment is partly
in the future, though a relatively assured future. At this point in the article,
we turn more specifically to the side of our subject which relates to adaptability
to the accounting function.
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Miniaturization
It is probable that vacuum tubes will be replaced to a large degree in digital
computers by improved devices, such as transistors. The transistor is a tiny
germanium crystal device which, though more expensive, has a useful life about
ten times that of vacuum tubes. An additional advantage is that they produce
very little heat and, therefore, can be placed closer together and also make
unnecessary the cooling system generally required. Transistors have no filament heater and thus operate instantly when called upon, without necessity for
"warm -up." They use no current when idle. Although they have no glass bulb,
some are now being encased in glass or plastic in order to prevent contact with
moisture or dust in the air. This extends their life and increases their already
remarkable reliability.
The transistor came into being with little fanfare. Few persons appreciated
the importance of a Bell Laboratories announcement in July, 1948, that their
Dr. William Shockley, a 29-year old research scientist, had produced a Germanium Transistor the size of a pea which would duplicate a vacuum tube's
performance. But you will hear much in coming months about the transistor.
Over 35,000,000 tubes are sold monthly in the United States to replace and
supply the radio, TV, and electronics instrument demand. When it is considered that from 25 per cent to 50 per cent of the cost of a modern combat
airplane is spent for its electronics, it can be seen why the Government is spending a good deal on development such as transistors.
Bell Laboratories and its manufacturing outlet, Western Electric, are still
leaders in the transistor field, together with Raytheon, General Electric, Sylvania, RCA, Brush Development Company, and others. A newcomer is Germanium Products Corporation, which now produces about 250,000 transistors
per month. This rush to mass production will bring the price of transistors
to about that of tubes before long.
There are ether "size- reduction" endeavors in progress. Our organization is
active in the development of printed circuits to replace bulky wiring and resistor circuits and is currently conducting studies toward miniaturization of computer design. It is hoped that the size of computers can be appreciably reduced
by these techniques.
The Monroe Calculating Machine Company has made a machine called
"Monrobot" which is the size of an office desk, plus the keyboard input and
typewriter output machine. It contains about 1,000 tubes and weighs about
1,000 pounds (price $50,000). This would not qualify for the title of an
electronic accounting machine but rather is an electronic calculator. Contrasted
J U N E , 1953
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with this is the Univac (price $750,000) made by Remington -Rand, which
fills a good -sized room in its present form. The Univac comes quite close to
being a complete electronic system and is more than 100 times as fast as the
Monrobot. (Both of these machines were used to predict the outcome of the
recent presidential election, and proved to be more accurate than the press would
believe.)
An Application Which Will Suggest Others
A successful application of long- distance control of electronic accounting
has been in use for a year now at the New York office of American Airlines.
Here a group of magnetic storage drums hold reservation space for one thousand flights over a ten -day period. The system works through Western Union
teletype facilities, with each agent having a keyboard device the size of an
adding machine. By depressing the keys indicating a particular flight, the agent
gets instantly the number of spaces remaining on that flight. The agent then
depresses keys for the tickets (spaces) sold, which are subtracted from the
number of spaces remaining. Cancellations are added in the same manner....
Is there any accountant who isn't already thinking how this system might be
adapted to his stores accounting - inventory problem?
Equipment Costs; The Labor Displacement Problem
We are frequently asked, "What will these machines cost ?" Present electronic machines are mostly custom -made. Complete installations might range
from $100,000 to $1,000,000 for a large -scale accounting application. Later,
stock models will probably be available at a much lower figure.
The offsetting factor, office overhead, is likewise a very large item in big
business and needs to be determined through analysis. The day of an adequate
supply of low -paid help to handle clerical routine has passed. The volume of
clerical work, for a number of reasons, continues to swell. The burden of office
cost grows at a disturbing rate. In fact, the percentage increase in the number
of office workers since 1900 is estimated to exceed the percentage increase in
factory workers by a ratio of four to one. Clerical work, accounting routine,
filing, and checking to prevent and detect error are controllable costs. The
stakes are high! This is the field invaded by electronics and it is most promising of results. Estimates have been made showing that one installation could
do the work of two to five hundred clerks. Some of the saving in relatively
low -cost clerical help will, of course, be spent for high - salaried electronic
engineers and skilled operators.
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A social problem closely related to the development of high speed electronic
accounting machines, of course, is the displacement of clerical help. The same
question was raised by the advent of the dial telephone, but the increased speed
and economy of service that resulted, greatly increased the number of telephones and their usage. The displaced operators were needed in long- distance
or accounting departments. The telephone system, incidentally, could be described as the largest digital computer in existence, with fifty million phones
inter - connected electronically. The development of the typewriter affords
another example of "displacement" of personnel and re- absorption by the great
increase in the amount of written material required in business. So it is with
accounting. The field of its services is virtually limitless and personnel released
from one activity may be expected to find place in another.
A Joint Endeavor of Education and Industry
The installation of high speed electronic equipment in businesses will require
many technicians skilled in mathematics and electronics to assist accountants
and to operate the machines. Most of the large universities are turning out
electronic engineers well - qualified for electronic development and maintenance
work. At the University of California in Berkeley, electronic engineering
students have built a full -scale computer. Others have been built at Harvard,
the University of Pennsylvania, University of Illinois, University of Wisconsin,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Southern California, California Institute of Technology, and University of California in Los Angeles.
Many millions of dollars have been spent by research laboratories throughout
the country in the development of electronic computers.
Big business is in the act also, including many well -known companies in
the office equipment industry:
Remington -Rand, one of the pioneers,
with the Univac general- purpose computer,
has acquired Engineering Research Associates, leaders in development of the magnetic storage drum.
International Business Machines hasleased
over 1000 of its card - programmed calculators. Its latest development is the "701."
National Cash Register Co. has taken
over Computer Research Company.
Bendix Aviation has bought the Northrup
Aircraft Computer operation called the
"Maddida."
Burroughs Adding Machine Company has
acquired Controls Instrument Company and
J U N E , 1953

is building memory drums and high -speed
printers.
Underwood Corporation has bought the
"Elecom" computer.
Monroe Calculating Machine Co. has developed the "Monrobot."
Raytheon has made the "Raydac" computer.
Westinghouse and General Electric have
contributed significant components to the
industry.
Bell Telephone is pioneering with its
"Automatic Message Accounting" toll ticketer, which makes out a telephone bill completely without human inspection.
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Firms like the foregoing, it may reasonably be assumed, are not investing without expectation of a return. Their interest augnzrs well for the future of electronic equipment. It is for this very reason that large companies in all fields
of industry and commerce cannot afford to lag behind in knowing what is going
on in the computer field.
It is not to be expected that the office machine manufacturers will rush to
announce plans or developments they have under way in the electronics field.
It is doubtful if much will be said about such developments until they appear
in the price lists and are available for sale. Office equipment sales have doubled
in the past eight years and have reached an annual volume of one and one -half
billion dollars. The manufacturers realize, nevertheless, that, in the past fifteen
years, few real advances have been made in bookkeeping machines, beyond
external streamlining. Now appears the new demand for automation and highspeed data processing. Hence they are making every effort to apply the science
of electronics to costly data processing as promptly is possible, in order to retain
leadership in their highly competitive field.
The Accountant Must Plan Ahead
The coming use of high speed electronic computers by business promises a
new era in the development, storage, handling, and use of information. Information clumsily handled at present will be processed with far greater speed
and accuracy. More important, types of information heretofore not available
may be provided for management.
Accountants can master the use of these computers and, with the broader
scope thus provided, become more valuable advisors to management. If not, it
may be expected that an entirely new group of advisors will grow up around
electronic equipment. Which situation develops will depend upon the skill
and speed with which accountants take advantage of all that the new computers can do for them, their clients, and their employers. For this reason, the
accountant whose firm is contemplating electronization should put his house in
order as soon as possible by:
I. Eliminating needless forms and consolidating others.
2. Standardizing branch office procedures.
3. Adopting uniform codes for accounts,
forms, territories, etc.
4. Preparing flow - charts of office routines
and streamlining where possible.
1278

5. Determining the most likely areas for improving data processing by use of electronic equipment.
6. Continuing to keep up to date in knowl.
edge of the subject,
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Mr. Joseph B. Jeming, System Consultant to the Atomic Energy Commission,
speaking to the Controllers' Institute in New 'York, said:

will

will

"It cannot be emphasized too strongly that an electronic accounting system is not just
another business machine. It must be visualized as a real, and not as a paper, organization chart. Each box in such an organization chart is a mechanical or electrical
component and each line is a wire or other communication channel interconnecting
these components. Each function is not something that is described in the hope that
carry it out, but an engineering specification built in to produce an exact
someone
result. "The Electronic Accounting System will not be seen until the vision, initiative,
and self - interest of the controllers starts the ball rolling.
"How soon the first complete system can be seen depends not on the business machine
companies, and not on the engineers, but on the controllers themselves. One thing is
certain: the first electronic accounting system which goes into operation anywhere
start the revolution in every accounting office, and every controller should be forearmed for it."
Thus it is clear that the full stride forward will not be taken without effort.
Accountants must plan and draw attention to their needs. Some firms, with an
eye to the future, are already having surveys made to determine economically
feasible applications of electronics in their offices. My associates and I are being
asked many questions, such as, "Do we have a large enough operation to warrant
an electronic installation ?" "Should we consider a standard -built model or a
custom- designed machine ?" "Are computers reliable ?" "How much net savings
can we expect ?" and "How soon will practical equipment be available for our
job ?" Our electronics engineers, economists, and systems analysts, working
as a team, are devoting a great deal of time to these studies for their research
clients. Much worth -while information can result from such a preliminary
study.
In short, if the process of electron izini; office procedures is to go forward
in the most economical and rapid fashion, business management is well- advised
to make its needs known to the designers, these requirements will influence the
evolution of the machines proper. We are all familiar with the vast sums and
great effort being expended in some fields of electronic development, such as
guided missles, radar, television, and scientific analog computers. Unless business is able in some way to influence matters so as to increase the percentage
spent on electronic business machines, it is probable that the available funds
will be spent elsewhere. The problem of matching an electronic information
processing system to a business office must begin with a meeting of minds between management and engineers.
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Direct Costing in a Glass Container Plant
by RAY E. LONGENECKER
Controller, Glass and Closure Division, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pennsylvonirt

A "full - dress" case study (hypothetical at to company) both of coat
accounting in an important industry and of a direct coating application,
i t embodied in the accompanying article. The application employs a
profit forecast which requires, among other things, a comprehensive
and reasonably detailed sales forecast, standards for direct costs of
products, and a control budget for period expenses. Direct costing
and absorption costing are contrasted at many points in the paper.

THAT NAPOLEONS ARMY might travel On its Stomach, the process
I ofORDER
preserving food in sealed containers was invented. A prize of
N

12,000
1797
1809
francs, offered by the French Army in
was won in
by a chef, pickler,

brewer, and distiller named Nicholas Appert, who used sealed bottles to preserve cooked foods. If Monsieur Appert were alive today, he could take immense pride in the fact that his invention was a most important contribution
to the modem urban pattern of life, for, from this humble beginning down
through the days of the highly skilled, leather - lunged glass blower to today's
ultra- mechanized glass factories, the annual consumption of glass packaged
products has grown to staggering totals. During the year 1952, almost sixteen
billion glass containers or about 103 for every man, woman and child, were
shipped by glass manufacturers to packers and bottlers in the United States.
Despite the huge annual usage of glass containers, it is estimated that the
industry is currently operating at somewhere between sixty -five per cent and
seventy per cent of capacity. A brief review of the past fifteen to twenty years
throws some light on the reasons for this situation. Two factors —other than
outright expansion of manufacturing facilities —have combined during this
period to add considerably to the capacity of the industry. The first contributing
factor was the marked technological improvement in glass- melting and bottle blowing techniques. The second involved a program for lightening bottle
weights in order to save transportation costs. The by- product of this light weighting program was more bottles per ton of glass, more rapid production
speed and, hence, increased capacity. Coincident with these developments within
the industry, external competitive pressures increased appreciably as tin, +plastic,
and paper containers, receiving an important assist from the trend to quick frozen food packaging, invaded markets formerly devoted to the use of glass.
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Why We Adopted Direct Costing
The manufacture of glass containers is characterized by notoriously high
fixed costs. When this fact is coupled with a relatively low operating level,
the obvious consequence is keen price competition in a never - ending battle to
attract heavy unit sales volume. Competition of this nature demands utmost
attention to cost control if profit levels are to be maintained and improved.
The glass container business is also characterized by substantial differences
between sales and production volumes from month to month during the year.
Under absorption costing, these volume differences produce wide fluctuations
in reported profits.
The distinctive traits of the industry thus led us to consider direct costing
as a means of improving profit control and reporting procedures in the glass
container plants of our company. After a searching study of its application
was made with convincing results, it was adopted for the following reasons:
1. It provided for the complete segregation of fixed expense, thus permitting a
closer control of factory costs.
2. It eliminated the distortion of interim
earnings statements resulting from seasonal fluctuations in sales volume which

did not parallel changes in production
volume.
3. It resulted in cost information which was
more adaptable as a basis for the
selective selling effort necessary to the
realization of maximum profits.

Against this background, it now becomes the purpose of this paper to elaborate on the application of direct costing and illustrate how it has been merged
with conventional standard cost and budgeting techniques to provide an effective management tool in the planning, recording, and control of operational
results in the hypothetical JCF Glass Container Plant.

Components of Our Profit Forecast
In any business, soundly conceived fiscal plans for ensuing periods are necessary. Without such plans, the recording of actual results has little value as a
management tool, since there is no benchmark by which to gauge the results
and determine the effectiveness of operating personnel. Without such plans,
control is simply a word. Control requires regulated direction of the business.
The direction will be capricious indeed unless the fiscal objectives are planned
and coordinated to obtain a level of earnings limited only by facilities and personnel. Carefully developed advance planning will not only define the limit
on earnings imposed by current conditions, but will also point up the areas in
which changes can be made to raise the limit.
JUNE, 1933
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PROFIT 8r LOSS STATEMENT
January, 1953
ACTUAL
N E,°.SALES
. TO

Sales in units
Ave. Price
Gross Sales

90,000
4
$360,000

Outbound Freight
Cash Discount

FORECAST
%

TO
NET SALES

80,000
4.38
$350,000

21,000
3,000

20,000
3,000

336,000

100.0

327,000

100.0

Std. Direct Cost of Sales
Direct Cost Variances Gain or (Loss)

197,000
3,000

58.6
.9

190,000

58.1

Actual Direct Cost of Sales

194,000

57.7

190,000

58.1

Marginal Contribution

142,000

42.3

137,000

41.9

80,000
15,000
10,000

23.8
4.5
3.0

79,000
15,000
10,000

24.1
4.6
3.1

$ 37,000

11.0

$ 33,000

10.1

—

—

Net Sales

Profit Before Tax
Profit Deviation Gain or (Loss)

4,000
3,800
(1,800)
1,000
1,000
—

Due to:
Sales Volume
Sales Mixture
Production Efficiency
Raw Material Prices
Other

$

Manufacturing Period Cost
Selling Expense
Administrative Expense

EX HIBIT 1

The advance plan in the JCF company, known as the forecast, covers six month periods beginning with January and July of each year. The principal
ingredients of the plan are a forecast of sales for the period, direct cost standards, and manufacturing, selling, and administrative expense budgets. From
these a profit forecast is built for each month, as well as for the period.
Forecast Sales Income —Gross and Net
The sales forecast is prepared under the direction of the sales manager, the
basic information as to probable unit sales in the various geographical and consumer markets being obtained from the field sales force. The field reports are
examined —and adjusted —in the light of general economic conditions antici1282
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pated during the forecast period, and with regard for general sales plans which
may be expected to materialize. Sales prices expected to prevail during the
forecast period are applied to the unit volumes in order to determine gross
sales income. This information is summarized by consumer markets, tabulated
by months and in total for the six-month forecast period, and represents the
foundation on which all subsequent planning is based. (The consumer markets in the glass container business are classified according to the end product
packaged in the container, such as "beer" "liquor" "beverage" "food" etc.)
After the sales forecast has been approved by the management, it is submitted
to the accounting department for use in developing the profit forecast. Inasmuch as the sales forecast reflects gross sales income, the first step is to reduce
this to net sales income by deducting the expected costs of outbound transportation and cash discounts to customers. Reference to the forecast column in
Exhibit 1 indicates that, for the month of January 1953, net sales of $327,000
are anticipated.
Transportation cost is determined by correlating the geographical markets
which the forecast sales are expected to reach with the method of transportation
expected to be used. For example, if 50,000 gross of beer bottles are forecast
for the Philadelphia market and the glass factory is in South Jersey, the shipment will undoubtedly be made by truck. Hence, the truck rate per hundredweight to Philadelphia is applied to the weight of 50,000 gross of beer bottles.
The cash discount cost is applied to gross sales income on the basis of the credit
terms, which are 1 -10 -30 in the JCF Company. With the completion of these
computations net sales have been determined and the first step toward the profit
forecast has been completed.
Direct Cost of Sales from Direct Cost Standards
The second step in the preparation of the profit forecast is the determination
of the direct cost of forecast sales, an accomplishment made possible through
the use of unit direct cost standards. Direct cost standards are developed for
each individual product (bottle) from basic material and labor rates which
have been established by staff departments, as follows:
RATE

DEPARTMENT

—Purchasing Department
Standard material purchase rates
—Laboratory
Standard glass formula rates
— Industrial engineering department
Stndard direct labor rates
— Industrial engineering department
Standard direct expense rates
Standard bottle speeds and per cent peek — Industrial engineering department
—Design department
Standard bottle weights
J U N E , 1953
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ST AN DAR D DIRECT C OST PER GROSS

Customer
Description
Carton No. b Style
Bottle Wt. in Oz. 20

NO. 240

GLASS COLOR AMBER

MACHINE TYPE I.S. 5

R. H. Booze Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
4/15 Qt. Fancy Liquor Rd.
4607 -1 Doz. 200$ Test "A" Style
Inv, Code 80 Wt. packed gross in lbs. 204

RATE QUANUNIT TITY
Cwt.

Feed Form -Oper. 10
Select and Peck- Oper.I I

Hr .
Hr.

Car ton Hdlg. - Oper . 12
W arehous ing- Oper.13

M
Cwt.

Royalty
Inventory Value
Shi pping- O per . 14

Gro.
Cwt.

&

Glass Cost

180

MATERIAL
RATE
.70

12
201.00
1802

REGISTER NO. 7963
SPEED -PCS. /MIN. 40
PACK 90
PACKED GROSS /HR. 15

%

DATE 1/1/53

LABOR

.07

.13

.09

.68
.18
.86

3.67
2041

Total Direct Cost

EXPENSE

AMT. RATE AMT. RATE AMT.
1.26
.06 .11
1.75 .12 2.00 .13
3.60 .24
.80 .05
2.41 16.00 .19 9.00 .10

3.67

.02

.01

&

Gross Sales Price
Freight
Discount -Terms F.O.B. Customers Plant 1 %- 1 0 - N e t 3 0
Net Sales Income
Marginal Contribution per Gross
Marginal C ont r i bu t i on - %
Marginal Contribution per H r .

TOTAL
DIRECT
COST

.04
.02
.45
.02
.47

4.80
5.00
9.50
.60
8.90
3.90
43.8
58.50

EXH IBI T 2

Standard rates are built only for the costs which vary directly with the level
of operational activity and are carefully engineered, primarily with a view to
their ultimate utility value as a control tool. In the development of the standard direct labor rate one, notable departure from orthodox cost concepts is
worth mention. Direct labor is customarily considered to be "that labor which
is physically applied directly to the product and can be measured in terms
of the units produced." In a glass container plant certain types of labor do not
fit the first part of this definition but do nevertheless vary directly with activity.
These are classified as direct labor. This eliminates the necessity for building
labor costs into the direct expense rate and permits the accumulation of all variable labor costs in on control account.
In addition to their use as a control tool, the standard rates are used to build
individual bottle cost standards such as that shown in Exhibit 2. These unit direct cost standards are applied to the specific bottles comprising the forecast
1284
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mixture to arrive at the standard direct cost of sales. The question might very
well be asked, "If you use the rates primarily to control costs, why don't you
simply apply these rates to the forecast level of activity in order to determine the
standard direct cost of the forecast sales? In other words, "Why do you have
to build unit standards and then apply to individual products (bottles) in order
to arrive at the standard direct costs ?"
The answer is found in the varying characteristics of glass bottles. The direct
cost of a bottle in influenced by its weight, size, shape, surface design, neck finish,
packaging requirements, and the type of machine used in its production. Each
consumer market has many different types of bottles in its makeup. For example,
in the liquor market there are quart, four -fifth, pint, and one -half pint bottles,
all packaged many different ways. As a result, the sales mixture cannot be
evaluated on broad cost averages. Each individual bottle, therefore, is costed
from a unit standard such as that illustrated in Exhibit 2. Having been costed
and extended, the mixture anticipated in the sales forecast is then summarized
by markets and in total. For the month of January 1953 the standard direct
cost of sales, so summarized, is forecast at $190,000, as shown in Exhibit 1.
When deducted from net sales, a residual balance of $137,000 remains to pay
for fixed costs and provide a profit.

Budgeting Period Expenses
The remaining manufacturing cost necessary to the profit forecast is in that
area commonly referred to as "fixed" or "constant." In the JCF Glass Company, this cost component is referred to as "manufacturing period expense."
While the characteristics of manufacturing period expense, are such that they
remain relatively constant during the accounting period, irrespective of activity
levels, they are, nevertheless, subject to some fluctuation and, hence, responsive
to control. We believe it necessary to recognize this factor and set our budgets
accordingly.
The manufacturing period expense budgets are developed by source of expense under control centers referred to as "operations." Exhibit 3 illustrates a
typical period expense budget, in this instance covering indirect labor in the
"select and pack" operation. This source budget is prepared jointly by the industrial engineer and operational foremen and is in sufficient detail to provide
a yardstick by which indirect labor requirements can be determined readily for
different activity levels. As an aid to the foreman in facilitating control, the activity levels are converted to machine hours and number of machines in operation, the operating units with which he is familiar and which he can visualize.
JUNE, 1953
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PERIOD EXPENSE ALLOWANCES — INDIRECT LABOR
Operation No. 11 —Select and Pack
50 — 75% = 5 — 8 Machines = 3960 — 5940 Mach. Hrs.

Activity Level
Labor Requirements
No. persons per shift
No. shifts
Hours per month
Rate per hour
Budget Allowance
Activity Level

Janitors
1
3
520
1.15
$600

Total

$2000

76 — 90% = 9 — 10 Machines = 5941 — 7128 Mach. Hrs.

Labor Requirements
No. persons per shift
No. shifts
Hours per Month
Rate per hour
Budget Allowance
Activity Level

Service Men
11/2
3
1080
1.30
$1400

1
3
520
1.15
$600

2
3
1400
1.30
$1800

$2300

91 — 100% = I I Machines= 7129 — 7920 Mach. Hrs.
Same labor requirements as 76 -90% level

Notes: —
When operating at 50 -75% level one man's time will be split
between oper. 011 and 012.
During service man's relief period janitors will take over duties.
Approved By: John Doe, Foreman
Jim Blake, I. E.

EXHIBIT 3

The breaking points in activity levels at which additional allowances are
established, are the subject of careful study before the range of the various
levels is finally established. These levels are set so that all operations are adaptable to the same range groups, although not all operations or sources of expense
will necessarily fluctuate with each change in the activity level. The indirect
labor in the "select and pack" operation of Exhibit 3 is the same, for instance,
at both the seventy-six per cent to ninety per cent range and the ninety -one per
cent to one - hundred per cent range.
Exhibit 4 shows the form in which the individual source budgets are summarized. The operational budget, shown in the left -hand block, includes only
those items of expense which can be controlled within the requisite authority
placed in the foreman or supervisor. The right -hand block of Exhibit 4 represents a summary of the total plant manufacturing period expense by source.
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Differing Results from Direct and Absorption Costing
The completed manufacturing period expense budgets are applied to the
forecast levels of activity. For this purpose, a production forecast is developed
by the production planning department, which gives recognition to fluctuating
production requirements. The application of period expenses to the production
forecast, as contrasted to the application of fixed rates under absorption costing
points up a fundamental difference between direct and absorption costing. Exhibit 5 illustrates this difference.
Under absorption costing, the fixed or period expense would be unitized at a
given level of activity which, for illustrative purposes, will be assumed to be at
seventy per cent of capacity. If this activity level represents 1,008,000 gross of
bottles per year and fixed expenses are $79,000 per month (as shown in Exhibit
4),
or $948,000 per year, the fixed rate is computed to be $.94 per gross of
bottles. Depending on the level of production activity, more or less than
$79,000 per month might be absorbed, the difference being a volume variance
charged or credited to profit and loss. Furthermore, if the production level differs from the sales level (and it almost always does), profits are distorted because more or less fixed cost is absorbed than is charged to cost of sales, the
difference being transferred to or from inventory.
It will be seen from Exhibit 5 that sales in the month of May are expected to
fall far short of the production volume. The situation in June is almost the
exact reverse of May and it can be assumed that the heavy May production represents advance inventory building made necessary because of vacations occurring in June, major machine repairs in June, or some other reason. Regardless
of the reason, the May profit forecast will be inflated substantially under absorption costing. On the basis of this profit forecast, the treasurer may make commitments for May. Looking ahead, if we again assume that actual results will
parallel the forecast, neither the actual cash income nor liquid assets in the form
of receivables will be forthcoming until the actual sales realization in June.
When the treasurer asks, "How come ?" there will be embarrassment and consternation in the accounting department.
Another major element of confusion with the use of conventional or absorption costing is evidenced in Exhibit 5 under the caption "Accounting variance,"
a term deliberately used to emphasize this point. The activity level in May is at
ninety-eight per cent of capacity. Reference to Exhibit 4 indicates that, at this
level, manufacturing period expenses are $82,000. The expense absorption volume under absorption costing is set at seventy per cent of capacity, which means
J U N E , 1953
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Select

Pack

&

Operation No. 11

-

MFG. EXPENSE BUDGET PER MONTH

PERIOD EXPENSE
SOURCE OF
EXPENSE

DIRECT
EXPENSE

50 -75%
ACTIVITY

76 -90%
ACTIVITY

91 -100%
ACTIVITY

Plant Summary of M fg.
Period Expense Budgets
per Month
91 -100%
50 -75%
76 -90%
ACTIVITY ACTIVITY ACTIVITY

$79,000 $81,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

&

-

Total
$6,300 $6,200 $6,600 $6,900
Activity Unit
Mach. Hrs.
100% Activity
7920
Direct Expense Rate
.80t

-

$17,000 $17,000 $17,400
6,000
7,300
7,300
100
100
100
3,000
3,000
3,000
800
900
1,000
11,000
11,000
11,400
5,000
5,400
5,500
8,600
8,600
8,600
1,600
1,700
1,700
22,500 22,500 22,500
1,200
1,200
1,200
900
900
900
1,300
1,400
1,400

-

Salaries
Ind. Labor
$2,000* $2,300* $2,300*
Shift Differential
$2,000
80
100
100
Vac. Pay Hol. Pay
500
500
500
Supplies
200
200
200
Maintenance Labor
1,900
1,900 2,000
Maintenance Mat'I.
1,300
1,370
1,570
Fuel
Purchased Power
Depreciation
Insurance
Taxes
Employee Benefits
4,300
220
230
230

$82,000

*

Transferred from Period Expense Allowance shown in Exhibit 3.
t Used in building unit direct standard cost shown in Exhibit 2.

EXHIBIT 4

that the fixed rate is based on an expense level of only $79,000. The inflexibility of the fixed expense rate does not provide for the fluctuation in period expense. Inasmuch as the added $ 3 , 0 0 0 is recognized as being required at the
higher activity level, its appearance can only be accounted for as the result of
an accounting technique. It means, of course, that the volume variance gain
in May is not $34,000 but only $31,000. While this point may be dismissed as
being rather inconsequential from a reporting standpoint, it must be apparent
that the fluctuations in period expense culminate, under absorption costing, in
intricate accounting computations which contribute nothing of value to the operation or control of the business.
Selling and Administrative Expenses
With the completion of forecast manufacturing costs, the anticipated selling
and administrative costs must be ascertained before the profit forecast is complete. Both these segments of cost are recognized as period expense and are
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budgeted by source, much like the manufacturing period expense. However, the
connotation of the word "fixed" applies more aptly to these expenses than to
manufacturing period expense in our hypothetical company, because they consist
almost entirely of salaries to administrative officers, staff personnel, and salesmen, the latter group being paid on a straight salary basis. Development of the
selling and administrative budgets will be assumed to indicate monthly expenditures of $15,000 and $10,000 respectively. The profit forecast can now be completed and presented to the management for final approval. As seen in Exhibit
1, January profits are forecast at $33,000.

Studying Deviations from Forecast Results
The recording of actual results is designed to provide the management with
a tool which discloses the operational areas where strict accountability for performance is necessary if the forecast is to be achieved. The most important report is the profit and loss statement, which is prepared for the top level of management. Probably the most important feature of this statement is the provision
for recording deviations from the forecast, because this brief analytical summary, titled "Deviation from Forecast," focuses top management attention on the
major factors involved in the achievement of satisfactory earnings. Performance against the master plan in the three major areas of the business: selling,
manufacturing and purchasing, are pin - pointed for management consideration,
making unnecessary a confusing array of subsidiary reports.
To follow through on this, it will be seen from Exhibit 1 that January profits
are $4,000 better than forecast. While this end result appears highly satisfactory,
the self- interpreting nature of the statement poses, among others, the following
questions for management attention. Is the mixture loss tied to the increase in
sales volume and reflective of an expedient sales maneuver? If not, what exactly are the facts back of the mixture loss and do they portend for the future
a situation requiring immediate correction? To what is the $1,000 loss in
period expense attributable?
Direct costing emphasizes the profit - volume ratio and makes it a readily
adaptable tool for determination of profit variations caused by changes in the
dollar volume of sales. The forecast, itself, sets up a monthly profit - volume
ratio represented by the percentage of marginal contribution to net sales. By
applying this ratio to net sales increases or decreases over the forecast, their effect
on profits can be readily determined. It is, of course, possible to develop a profit volume ratio under absorption costing but there it is effective for analysis only
when production volumes and sales volumes are exactly identical during the acJ U N E , 1953
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COMPARISON OF EFFECTS ON NET PROFIT OF
ABSORPTION COSTING AND DIRECT COSTING
BASIC DATA

PER UNIT

Standard Cos t Direct Material
Direct Labor
Variable Expense
Direct Cost

$1.00
.90
,42
2.32

Fixed Expense

.94

Total Cost

$3.26

(Fixed expense of $948,000 per year divided by 1,008,000
gross at expense absorption (standard) volume equals
$.94 per gross.)
Sales price per unit -$4,00
MAY

JUNE

Gross Sold
Gross Produced
Fixed Expense Assigned Per Month
Fixed Expense Absorbed on Production

85,000
120,000
$ 79,000
113,000

-

115,000
80,000
$ 79,000
75,000

Volume Variance Gain or (Loss)

$ 34,000

-

$ (4,000)

ABSORPTION
DIRECT
COS TING COSTING

Net Sales Income
Standard Direct Cost of Sales
Standard Fixed Cost of Sales
Volume Variance
Accounting Variance
Adjusted Factory Cost of Sales
Gross Profit
Manufacturing Period Expense
Selling Expense
Administrative Expense
Net Profit

-

ABSORPTIO N
DIRECT
COS TING COS TING

$340,000 $340,000 $460,000 $460,000
197,000
197,000 267,000 267,000
80,000
108,000
34,000
(4,000)
(3,000)
246,000
197,000 379,000 267,000
94,000
143,000
81,000
193,000
82,000
79,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
10,000

$ 69,000

10,000

10,000

10.000

$ 36,000 $ 56,000 $ 89,000

EXHIBIT 5

counting period -a situation which rarely, if ever, exists. Therefore, if the
profit - volume ratio is used under absorption costing, it must be done in conjunction with secondary calculations made to determine the amount of fixed costs
transferred to or deleted from inventory.
The deviation from forecast profits created by product mixture is calculated
by applying the difference between the actual and forecast standard direct cost
of sales ratios to the actual net sales volume experienced for the period being
reported. The mixture problem is particularly important in the glass business
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and, therefore, is the prime subject of study by the sales department. The
medium for this study is a report called "Analysis of Sales," which lists by consumer markets the quantity, sales price, standard direct cost, and profit - volume
ratio of each product (bottle) sold during the month. While this report serves
to explain the reasons for the mixture deviation from the forecast, its most important use lies in focussing sales attention and consequent sales effort, on the
most lucrative markets and on the most lucrative bottles within markets.
Analysis of Variances from Standard Direct Cost
The principal report for control of manufacturing costs, the Manufacturing
Cost Summary, is shown in Exhibit 6. The left -hand block illustrates the report
for the individual foreman, in this instance covering the "select and pack" operation. The right -hand block shows a summary of all operations, for use by the
production manager. The direct cost variances and the actual period expenses
incurred are transferred from this report to the profit and loss statement. The
sum of the direct cost variances and the gain or loss in period expense, is reflected on the profit and loss statement in total as production efficiency. Based on
the report for January (the data in Exhibit 6), it is evident that the "select and
pack" foreman must improve labor and material utilization efficiency. In an
overall sense, the production manager must give attention to the weight variance and to excessive salary and maintenance costs.
The variances from direct cost are determined, for the most part, in the conventional manner. Actual activities are extended at the standard rates and the
resulting allowance is measured against actual incurred costs, to arrive at the
variance. However, the variances referred to as productivity and weight are
peculiar to the glass manufacturing process and deserve some comment.
The rate of productivity is defined as the gross of bottles packed per machine
hour. This rate is dependent on the speed per minute at which molten glass is
converted to bottles, the type of machine used in the conversion process, and the
percentage of salable bottles obtained from those converted. This latter percentage is commonly referred to as the "per cent pack." At a conversion speed
of forty bottles per minute and a 90 per cent pack, the productivity rate would
equal fifteen gross per hour, (40 X 60 —= 144 X 90%)• The total direct
costs which can be related to time are reduced to a cost per machine hour and
divided by the productivity rate per hour to arrive at the cost per gross of
bottles. Production records are maintained on each bottle produced in order
to ascertain that productivity standards are being achieved. An example of one
/UNE, 1953
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MANUFACTURING COST SUMMARY
January, 1953
&

Operation No. I I— Select

Pack

TOTAL PLANT

ALLOW ACTUAL ANCE

Std. Direct Cost of Goods Processed
Purchasing Variance
$ (200
(500
—
—

(500)

17,500
5,800
16,700
10,200
24,600
5,200

—

—

212,000

—

1,000

$6,300 $6,200
—

—

Total Cost of Production

17,000
6,000
16,000
10,200
24,600
5,200

80,000
79,000
$292,000 $294,000
$

900

—

—

—

1,800 $2,000
3,600 3,200

$

Total Period Expense

$215,000

2,000

Act. Direct Cost of Goods Processed
Period Expense
Salaries
Indirect Labor
Maintenance
Fuel, Water, Power
Depr., Insurance, Taxes
Others

$215,000

500
300
1,000
(900)
1,100

100

Total Direct Cost Variances

ALLOW ANCE

1,000

—

Direct Cost Variance
Direct Labor
Material Utilization
Productivity
Weight
Direct Expense

ACTUAL

EXHIBIT 6

is

of these production records, comparing actual performance in the month of
January with standard and using the bottle for which a unit standard shown
in Exhibit 2, is illustrated in Exhibit 7. The total of the individual productivity variances is transferred to the manufacturing cost summary on the line
identified by the caption "productivity."
The weight variance is also derived by bottle and reflects the cost differential
between the standard and the actual weight of glass going into the bottle. The
individual weight variances are likewise summarized, the total being transferred
to the manufacturing cost summary on the line captioned "weight."
It is apparent that the use of the product (bottle) cost analysis serves a
dual purpose. From this record, the production staff can ascertain which bottles
require attention and the sales staff can determine the most advantageous specific bottles to incorporate in their over -all planning to arrive at the most profitable mixture within specific markets. It is important to note that this analysis
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includes, not only the profit - volume ratio but also the marginal income per machine hour. This is done because the difference in productivity rate may result
in more income per hour for a bottle with a thirty -five per cent profit volume
ratio than for a bottle with a forty per cent ratio. A situation such as this should
obviously require a correction to the sales price of one or both bottles, but if, for
competitive reasons, such pricing action cannot be taken, the bottle providing
the greatest income per hour will receive maximum sales promotion. Another
advantage of the product (bottle) cost analysis is that it provides a co- ordinating
medium in which sales and production judgment can be joined in cost reduction efforts, such as changes in bottle designs, bottle weight, packaging specifications, etc.
Clearer With Direct Costs
The value of the direct cost basis of this record lies in the fact that those
costs which can be specifically controlled are highlighted. To unitize the depreciation, for example, would only be to garble the unit cost by injecting a factor
which is outside the control of the production staff. Depreciation, salaries,
taxes, and the other elements of period cost are controllable by management
actions outside the realm of technical operating knowledge and, therefore, it
appears necessary to eliminate them from analyses of direct operating problems.
If the hourly cost rate included unitized period expense, it would grow from
the $8.15 direct cost shown in Exhibit 7 to approximately $22.00 total cost.
Thus, the increase in productivity rate experienced in the month of January
would result in reflecting a standard unit variance of $.08 per gross instead of
$.03 per gross. But this is not true. The additional $.05 of margin would not
be in evidence in the aggregate profits, since it is purely a factor relating to sales
volume and is made possible only if sufficient unit sales volume is realized to
reduce the fixed cost of all bottles by this amount. Increased productivity will
have absolutely no effect on the period expense per se. Of course, it will provide
more machine time and thereby permit the expansion of sales volume, but the
point is that the sales volume must be expanded if economic benefits in the form
of increased profits are to accrue. Confusion over this point is eliminated by
the use of direct costs.
The period expense allowances on the manufacturing cost summary are derived from the manufacturing period expense budgets shown in Exhibit 4.
The method of presentation, itemizing the major sources of expense in total
dollars spent, is particularly desirable because it reveals in startling totals the
mysteries of factory overhead. The constant presence of these totals on the reJ U N E , 1953
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JCF GLASS COMP ANY

COST ANALYSIS
Bottle No. 240

January 1953

Net Sales Price — $8.90— Packed I doz. per ctn.
UNIT
STANDARD

Carton Cost per M
Carton Cost per Gross
Other direct costs
Total Direct Cost
at Sfd. Rates
P. V. Ratio
Marginal Contribution
Per gross
Per Mach. Hr.

TOTAL
VARIANCE

IS -5
40
90
15
$8.15
.54

IS -5
42
91
15.9
$8.15
.51

.03

$150*

180
.70
1.26
$201
2.41

175
.70
1.23

.03

150*

$198
2.37

.04

200*

$

Bottle W t. in lbs.
Glass Cost per Cwt.
Glass Cost per Gross

UNIT
VARIANCE

5,000

$

Gross Produced
Productivity Performance:
Mach. Type
Speed per minute
Pack
Gross pack per hour
Hourly Cost Rate
Hourly Cost per Gross

UNIT
ACTUAL

.79

.79

$5.00
43.8%

$4.90
44.9%

.10

$500

$3.90
$4.00
58.50
63.60
*These variances are summarized along with all other individual bottle variances
and transferred to the manufacturing cost summary (Exhibit 6) under the captions
"productivity," "weight," and "purchasing."
EXHIBIT 7

ports serves as a deterrent to management decisions which might generate increases.
The manufacturing cost summary includes the purchasing variance, for the
reason that the purchasing agent reports through the production manager. The
subsidiary control report substantiating the purchase variance is simply a detailed listing on which the purchases for the month are itemized by major raw
material groupings that show the actual price paid, as contrasted to the predetermined standard purchase rates.

Direct Costs Satisfactory for Pricing and Inventories
Although the advantages of direct costing in providing distortion -free profit
statements and better control information may be apparent in the foregoing review, the doubters will raise one last protesting question, "With your direct
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costing, how do you develop cost estimates for setting sales prices, and what
do you do about realistic inventory valuation ?"
In answering the first part of that question, reference is made to the statement appearing early in this paper that the glass container business has become
extremely competitive. Whatever is wise, or desirable, as a basic pricing policy
must adjust itself to that fact. It seems only logical that the cost sytem should
likewise adjust itself to that fact. No matter how carefully it is determined, a
unit cost does little more than provide perspective to those responsible for establishing a sales price. That being the case, the most important function the
accountant can perform is to select the items of cost included in the pricing
bases and then use them consistently in the preparation of unit cost data which
is used for pricing action.
As proponents of direct costing, we have simply eliminated manufacturing,
selling, and administrative period expenses from the costs used for pricing. We
know how much marginal contribution is necessary to absorb these expenses
and provide sufficient profit dollars for adequate dividends and reserves on the
aggregate business. At any given level of sales activity, this aggregate profit
"necessity" can be translated into an average marginal contribution requirement per machine hour. In pricing a new piece of business, this average is
added to the direct cost in arriving at a tentative price, tentative because it is
subject to adjustment upward or downward depending on "external economic
conditions."
How far upward the price might be adjusted depends on the limits imposed
by the possibility of attracting and subsidizing competition. How far down it
is adjusted depends on many factors, not the least of which is how advantageous
even a diminished marginal contribution might be to aggregate profits in the
fiscal period under consideration. In both instances, the final decision on price
requires a business "ken" that transcends the cost accounting function and,
therefore, in this particular respect, direct costing cannot be said to be either
more or less adequate than absorption costing. However, it can be said to supply
the pertinent information necessary to perspective and that is all that can be
claimed for any cost system.
In answer to the second part of the question, we do not believe that realism is
a pertinent factor in the valuation of inventories, so long as consistency in
valuation practices is maintained. In the final analysis, the valuation of inventory is a practice made necessary as a means for determining profits within the
fiscal period. The actual value of inventory is determined only when it is disposed of in return for cash or its equivalent. If economic reality were the standJ U N E , 1953
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and of comparison, inventory might be said to be usually undervalued under
"lifo" accounting. Likewise, it is undervalued under direct costing and might
very well be overvalued under absorption costing. Consistency, not realism,
appears to be the basic criterion by which inventory valuation practices should
be judged, and consistency cannot be claimed to be the handmaiden of any one
particular accounting system.

Remember: It's A Case Study
This paper has presented a review of profit planning and control in a glass
container plant, with major emphasis on the use of direct costing for these
purposes. It is not intended to indicate that direct costing is of equal value in
other industries or even in all glass container plants. An industrial cost accounting system should provide the financial information necessary to sound
business decisions, in such form that it becomes a catalyst which converts the
actions of men and machines into a profitable enterprise. To this end, the information generated by the system must interpret the complexities of the business, with emphasis on clarity and control. Direct costing achieves these objectives in serving the management of the glass container business discussed
here.
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Statistical Control Aids Management -byException
by ROBERT KIRK MUELLER
General Manager, Monsanto Chemical Company, Plastics Division, Springfield, Massachusetts

What range of out -of -line items should be taken note of when management is seeking to cover all trouble spots? A key to this is the
incorporation into the evaluation side of accounting analyses, of the
idea of probability, dressed in a little statistical finery. As the text
of this article indicates, the frequency distribution curve in which
statisticians express the normal results of the operation of probability,
is a simple means of setting control limits at will and narrowing
Them as control improves. The author presents statistical control
as a door to further application of statistical concepts to accounting.

is a new business technique which accountants can use
S to critically analyze past
activities and scientifically forecast future trends
TATISTICAL CON T R OL

within known limitations. The responsibility of accountants transcends the
sporadic investigational approach to control which is resorted to frequently when
the business cycle turns downward. The statistical control concept is not new,
although its application to many business problems has only recently been receiving attention. It offers a sound approach to the study of risks for the purpose of improving the "batting average" of an enterprise. The accounting department might be termed the chief counsel to management in this endeavor.
It, therefore, behooves each of us to assume a businessman's viewpoint relative
to the risks to which the enterprise is exposed and to maximize our contributions
toward their evaluation.
Before considering how statistical control can improve chances of success during the risk - taking, we must reflect on the current business environment. In connection with this, the "Primary Responsibilities of Top Management" as defined through a study of a large group of companies surveyed by Stanford University, are pertinent. The four responsibilities of management are there represented to include:
I. Farsighted planning and clarification of
objectives . . . the means of visualizing of
needs and determining the course of the
business.

2. Sound plans of organization . . . both
individually and collectively.
3. Fully qualified personnel in all key positions of obvious responsibility.
4. Effective means of control.

The last point involves control over policies regarding organization, personnel, wages, salaries, costs, methods, capital expenditures, service department
J U N E , 1953
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effort, product line, research development, foreign operations, external relations
and overall budgetary control.
It is in this field of control that the accounting function plays the key part
and it is also here that one of the best business techniques, statistical control, can
sharpen some of the tools of accounting. Statistical control develops a personnel
attitude characteristic of the rigorous and disciplined thinking which accompanies mathematical study. It fosters a measurable frame of reference which is
characteristic of accounting philosophies. In that sense, accounting has a great
opportunity to assume the lead in using such a technique as statistical control for
business administration purposes.
In discussing statistical control, per se, it should be pointed out that there are
no substitutes for "hands- and - knees" observations, personal contact with the
field, or for common sense administration. This applies to controls of any sort.
Statistical control is only a tool and should be considered as such along with
other techniques, such as standard costs, budgetary control methods, etc. Further,
the statistical control method has nothing to do with the size of the organization. It is the mechanics of the problem which determine when statistical control has a place.

Statistical Control Based on Probability Theory
Although accounting is, in itself, statistical and although statistics are used
in forecasting, manufacturing, marketing, insurance, banking and investment
functions, the application of statistical control is fairly recent as far as general
business applications are concerned. This is true despite the age of probability
theory. This theory had its start about 1654 with Blaise Pascal when the businessman Chevalier de Mere consulted him on one of his gaming problems involving a dice player. There is no purpose in elaborating here on the interesting "problem of points" which was solved by Pascal. However, this setting —
a "business man," a mathematician and a dice game —is recognized as the classical beginning of the probability theory. Pascal took the basic ideas from this
dice problem as a start for a new branch of mathematics, the theory of probability.
About a century and one -half later Laplace, an astronomer and mathematician during the French Revolution, constructed and published an essay on
the monumental theory of probability, putting it on a new plane as the "appreciation of common sense." His essay contained the final mathematical treatment of the subject and is the cornerstone of the present theory in use of statistical control.
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One of the basic scientific premises of probability is the natural and assigned
variability of things which is shown on Exhibit 1, Diameter of 1000 Steel Balls,
consisting of five charts illustrating successively more precise measurements of
each ball. This is one manner of experimentally demonstrating the concept that
no two things are exactly the same. Accurate measurements are made of
"identical" products —in this case, ball bearings —and the results recorded in
this fashion. While all things vary to some degree, the cost of measuring minute
variations may not be economically practical or the extent of variability may be
inconsequential. Nevertheless, in commercial or scientific work, the extent of
the variation is often such that the statistical approach can be used to advantage.
The sections of this exhibit shows the variability of seemingly identical steel
balls. In the first, one thousand steel balls one - quarter inch in diameter were
measured, and the diameter of each ball was recorded to the nearest .01 of an
inch and plotted. All of the balls measured .250 (one - quarter) of an inch.
Next, each ball was again measured, the diameter was checked to the nearest
.001 of an inch. The results were again plotted and 997 of the balls measured
.250 inches, one measured .249, and two of them were oversize, measuring .251.
Again the measurement was repeated, this time to the nearest .0001 of an inch
and the results plotted.
Here the results of plotting begin to resemble what mathematicians call a
"frequency distribution." According to the law of probability, the ideal distribution of these measurements, without any disturbing influence, would result in a
pattern completely symmetrical and bell - shaped. As we proceed and now
measure the steel balls to .00001 of an inch, it will be noticed that the distribution curve begins to flatten out. Theoretically, if we measured the balls to definite precision, each one would have some distinguishing characteristic so that
they would all be lined up as shown in the last section of Exhibit 1.
Normal Distribution and the Setting of Control Limits
Thus the phenomenon of normal distribution, the bell -like curve shown in
Exhibit 2, reflects a situation of painstakingly precise (not "infinitely" accurate)
measurement and, under this situation, the variations from this symmetrical pattern represent disturbing influences, and supply a point of departure for investigation into them. In cost accounting, as in physical measurement, the normal
distribution pattern can be used to advantage in forecasting and analyzing systems, where elements can be measured and where there is sufficient data. The
first broad uses of the frequency distribution concept were in insurance and
military science. More recently, there has been application of it in the field of
J U N E , 1953
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production quality control where the chief concern of the manufacturer is in
making uniform products. When all factors of a manufacturing process are in
a state of control, the distribution of measurements follows the symmetrical bell shaped pattern.
Whether the measurements we are considering are in relation to product measurements, variations in shoe sizes of children in school, butter pads left over
from a church dinner, effectiveness of a sales patter on different customers, or
some of the more classical data originally demonstrating the probability theory
(such as dimensions of crabs and shrimps or skull sizes of Germans from the
fifth to ninth century), the familiar frequency distribution is present. In all
cases there is a repetition of measurements, the frequency of which follows this
characteristic curve. In practice, the symmetry of the curve varies and is sometimes shifted to the right or left, or "skewed," as the mathematicians say.
The vertical dividing lines on Exhibit 2 are arbitrary measures of the dispersion or scatter of the data about the average or central tendency. The mathematics involved will not be discussed here but it suffices to say that by knowing
the mathematical characteristics of the curve, the percentage of data falling within a certain portion of the curve can be calculated. Technically, this is referred
to as the "standard deviation."
If the distribution falls outside that which is expected by chance variation,
there must be some "assignable cause." This should alert the observer to the
fact that the situation is not under control. By rearranging the data from this
distribution curve in the form of a control chart, there is an opportunity to
anticipate such an out -of- control trend before significant trouble is encountered.
This rearrangement is simpler than might be expected. It consists merely of
turning the distribution curve at right angles and distributing the data sequentially as it is observed and taken, as in Exhibit 3.
So shown, limits of normal variation can be set for future operations and,
as the pattern begins to shift, corrective and compensating action may be resorted to. This approach, used very effectively in production operations, is
growing in applications to the control of expenses and service departments.

Some Results of Statistical Control Applications
There are many examples which could be given, of the use of statistical control in improving the margin of profit by lowering operating costs. Four cases
will be described here.
United Airlines has recently applied statistical control to several of its basic
management problems: in -flight meal service, it was determined that 200,000
JUNE, 1953
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NORMAL FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION CURVE

Control limits may be set where desired, at equal distances to the lett and right of center
of curve. Measurements further to the left or right would be subject to investigation.
EXHIBIT 2

meals had been wasted annually, with meal costs running from $.85 to $1.25
each. The loss was due to failure of passengers to "show" or overloading of
meals, i.e., not tying them in adequately with reservations and airline activity.
A study of seven major stations showed a frequency distribution characteristic
of each one of the pick -up points. This information was control charted and
a study was made through which the company systematically "undersupplied"
the meals to the mainliners. It was necessary to adjust the control limits five
times before stabilizing the charts and, also to employ a stand -by cold meal unit
to make up any deficiencies. By this program, United was able to effect an
87% elimination of the waste in question.
Another problem of this company was in the pay load reservations at the
Denver central control station where 28,000 messages a day are handled. Cler1302
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ical errors were reduced in one month from 2.6 to 1.1 errors per 100 messages.
In five months' operation, the rate dropped to 0.5 errors per 100 messages.
During World War II, Curtiss - Wright Co., was able to cut its daily paper
load at its Columbus plant from 16,000 sheets to 920 sheets. This meant a
cost reduction of $155,000 annually. In addition to this, the company saved
$138,000 in its inspection lines with the more classical type application of
statistical quality control. All -in -all, there were savings, from statistical applications, of $350,000 a year at this plant.
Deere & Company, by applying statistical control data to its warehouse
handling costs, was able to institute a program resulting in a cost reduction
of fifty per cent. Incidentally, this Company is using statistical control charts
of salesman expense accounts, inventory turnover, receivables, and sales. The
Plastics Division of our company has been saving between $90,000 and $100,000
a year by applying statistical control in six different areas of management concern:
I. Reduction of off- quality products.
2. Less returned goods and fewer complaints.
3. Conservation of materials by process
control.

4. Increased capacity added without investment.
S. Reduced experimental costs.
6. Reduced control expense.

Our current line of endeavor in applying statistical controls, relates to administrative and service department functions. We are making some very interesting experiments which show how risk - taking in these areas can be minimized.
Accounting Applications of the Control Charting Technique
The accountant uses the concepts of probability and distribution intuitively.
By using them more deliberately through statistical control techniques, he will
enhance his proficiency in this respect. He should be led to understand that all
phases of business, whether production, internal organization and administration, or external selling and buying phases are fertile fields for statistical control methods. Changes due to growth tendencies and rhythmic vibrations of
the business cycle are "naturals" for this method. Dynamic records, of which
the statistical control charts is the one illustrated and emphasized here, provide
for both historical sequences and continuous development of the activity if it
can be measured. The main requirement is for the activities or items to be
repetitive and measurable. Certainly this is a characteristic of all phases of the
JUNE, 1953
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STATISTICAL CONTROL CHART
Showing Upper Control Limit
and Lower Control Limit

EXHIBIT 3

activity of a business and most accounting records are ready for further development in this direction.
As a first example, Monsanto classifies its sales accounts, using the frequency
diagram approach developed for each account to control the sales effort. Penetration into markets depends partly on whether the market is mature or not.
A variation of the frequency distribution curve can be used to determine whether
the normal growth of the market has been attained.
In the line of production costs the variation from standard worker efficiency
and consequent variation of products costs give a good chance for applying
statistical control to industrial cost control problems. One English company
uses standard times and standard costs for all elements, in making up each complete job. The percentage divergencies from the standard are control charted
for each class of work. Control limits are calculated by determination of readings outside the expected limits. Individual charts are combined on a grand
total chart to obtain a cost index which is determined as a per cent divergence
from standard.
Average manhours per product unit is an important variable in industrial
1304
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work and can be used as a basis for bonus systems. With the standard labor
rate set, and the average manhours required to produce an article established,
divergence from standard cost can be recorded on control charts. The principles
of statistical control can then be applied to the cost of production. The actual
labor cost of a period may be determined, plus any average or reduction in
terms of an "excess cost" index. This approach has been used as basis for
paying production worker bonus.
A further instance from our company concerns a very complex production
accounting problem which exists in our sheet department manufacturing nitrate
and acetate plastic sheets. The accounting system is particularly complicated due
to the multiplicity of potential products to be costed. There are about thirty-five
different formulations of plastic material, at least eight steps of manufacture,
processing time varies anywhere from a week up to three months, and each
product can be made in ten or fifteen gauge thicknesses, any one of twelve
thousand colors, or one of fifteen different finishes. (There are also a wide
range of dimensional patterns, of the sheets, which fan into many sizes.) With
all of these complex variables, the cost accounting job is tremendous.
Based upon a statistical study, the distribution of business for each one of
the principal products was determined in a manner comparable to a frequency
distribution study. These various products were then grouped according to the
patterns and factored production cost bogies established for the basis of cost
control. The system has been in use eight years and has been very successful
in handling an extremely complicated and diversified costing system without
resorting to an uneconomical job costing method.
"Automatic" report analysis is another area of application. One large U. S.
industrial company is developing what are known as "action charts" for analysis
of accounting reports to executives. Many a top executive gets lost in the interpretation of accounting reports, particularly with a complex system. The
action charts are the familiar statistical control charts calculated from monthly
balance sheets and operating statements for the previous three to five years in
terms of dollar values and financial ratios. They establish limits in which a
business should be run in order to reach the desired objectives. These limits
define the area of acceptable results and call for something to be done when the
circumstance fails to be acceptable. They need not be calculated mathematically.
For future guidance, the limits can be set arbitrarily by management. This
method has been used on net sales, net profit before taxes, cost of goods sold,
administrative, general and selling expenses, working capital, inventories, accounts receivable, net worth, fixed assets.
J U N E , 1953
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Program for Developing Stafisfical Controls
In review, it must be reiterated that statistical control is certainly limited by
these points:
I. The factors involved must be repetitive
and measurable.
2. The approach is limited to groups of
events and not specific individual projections.

3. Where human factors are involved, it is
difficult to apply the statistical approach.
4. Ineffective application results from too
much mathematics and not enough common sense.

Statistical control has great possibilities of application in the main areas of
causes of business failure, namely, poor management, providing that it is used
to help analyze patterns, pitfalls, and risks and confine them to narrower areas
and that the known limitations are respected. Since the analysis of similar data
and patterns is certainly a primary function of the accountant, it is important
that consideration be given to the use of statistical controls for these purposes.
A program for the development of the use of statistical controls might shape
up somewhat as follows:
I. The normal accounting activities in an-

alyzing past data may be taken one
step further to undergo a statistical con.
trol review to see what application possibilities exist. Statistical control considerations will sharpen the analysis of past
events by isolating significant information on trends. It will also facilitate
forecastng activities.
2. The diagnostic opportunities of stafistical- control -type charts can be used in
selling the possibilities of this technique
to management.
3. Some data which are presented in the
classical accounting format might be revamped graphically to de- emphasize the
implications of accuracy unwarranted by
the source data. The five place calcula-

for result has no place where the slide
rule result is more in line with overall
accuracy. Statistical control charting
helps relieve this situation by recognizing a normal range of fluctuation and
distribution in showings of results (standard deviation).
4. Accountants must engage more wholeheartedly in field collection of data if
statistical controls are considered. They
must be familiar with the source and
basis for the figures, in order to assay
the applications judiciously. Nothing
supplants first -hand information.
5. Accounting reports would be more effective if presented from a management viewpoint. Again, the statistical
control concept will assist.

The frequency distribution curve and control chart are not the only statistical
control techniques which should be of interest to the accounting profession.
There are many others, including the test for significance, scientific sampling,
range, and analysis of variance. These should find application. An obviously
fertile field is scientific sampling, to cut accounting expense and, at the same
time, giving added accuracy.
However, the first appropriate employment of statistical techniques by the
accountant is likely to be the use of probability controls. With exploration of
these, he has started down a road which can lead to scientific minimization of
risks assured by management.
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Using Statistical Tools to Keep Costs Current
by CLAIR W. BENDEL
Manager —Cost Accounting, New Holland Machine Division of The Sperry Corporation,
New Holland, Pennsylvania

This article is a care study of a farm machinery manufacturing company and narrates, against background of previous practice, a three -part
procedure to adjust, by statistical methods, standard costs set annually.
The methods, initially applied to obtaining current and predicted
costs promptly and economically, are also used to secure the same
desirable results in the work of re- setting standards for inventory and
the subsequent year. Classification (become "stratification "), sampli ng, and index construction are the techniques combined for these
purposes.

are wasted each year in American Industry on needless
accounting operations. It is true that management needs information, more
information than they currently receive and faster information, but at considerably lower cost. Accountants have developed and have put into effective use
many tools for reducing the costs of their operations. Three of these, which
have limited application when used separately but which have great possibilities
when used in combination, are described in this article. It is a case study of the
combined use of these accounting tools by New Holland Machine Division of
The Sperry Corporation to simplify and accelerate the preparation of cost variance reports, the preparation of product cost reports, and the development of
year -end inventory prices and standard costs.
The first of these tools is "stratification," which is the subdividing of items
into groups, as homogeneous as possible with regard to specified characteristics
to be measured. Stratification is classification. We have adopted the new term to
emphasize the use of classification in a three -part technique. The second tool is
"selective sampling," a form of sampling in which the items chosen for the
sample are selected as representative of the whole, on the basis of an expert
judgment. The third is an "index," or ratio, which may be used for converting
standard cost data of one period to representative cost data for another period,
in this case current and future periods. We will deal here with all three of these
statistical tools for better information at less cost.

M

ILLIONS of DOLLARS

Parts Purchases and Assembly Operations Predominate in Costs
The three New Holland plants manufacture a variety of grassland farming
implements, attachments, and service parts. Production of some implements is
JUNE, 1953
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highly seasonal while others are produced the year round. Implements made in
one plant are not duplicated in any other plant in the group, although certain
components and assemblies may be produced in one plant for another. Each
plant is essentially an assembly plant, since the number of parts requiring manufacturing operations is less than thirty -five per cent of the total parts used in
production and the ratio of the total value of purchases to total labor and
indirect operating costs is approximately four to one.
The total cost of individual implements and attachments varies between
twenty dollars and two thousand dollars, while the number of individual parts
and kinds of raw material in each implement ranges from fifty items to fifteen
hundred items, depending on the implement. Raw materials include steel, nonferrous metals, wood, fabric, rubber, and other products which must be cut,
shaped, and formed for use in production. Parts made to New Holland specifications consist of forgings, castings, pressed steel parts, etc. Commercially produced purchased parts include such items as engines, ties, wheels, hydraulic
assemblies, and standard hardware. The individual item costs of raw material
and purchased parts range from less than a cent to several hundred dollars.
Many Standards Made Much Work
Standard cost systems are in operation in all plants. The values established
for pricing material, labor, and overhead elements in inventory at the year -end
become the accounting standards for the following year. This practice keeps
the workload at a minimum in the cost department. Inventory prices for purchased items consist of the f.o.b. prices, predicated upon acquisition of normal
quantities from normal sources, plus freight and material handling costs. Standard percentages are developed for application of freight and material handling
costs. Labor costs standards are based on the standard hours which form the
basis for payment of incentive wages, converted to dollars by application of an
average hourly rate for each labor grade. Standard indirect operating costs are
obtained by applying appropriate departmental percentages (predicated upon
normal indirect operating cost experience) to the direct labor costs.
These inventory prices, which, as stated, are also the subsequent year's standards, are established for all items. The working up of these inventory and
standard costs requires that once each year, a detailed analysis, "exploded" to
the least component and listing the quantity and standard cost of each element
in components, be prepared for every implement and attachment. Material costs
are stratified by purchased commodity classes. Direct labor hours and costs
are accumulated departmentally. Indirect operating costs are segregated by cost
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centers. Standard freight allowances, which follow the components, are not
segregated as to purchased commodity because of the relatively small dollar
value applicable to a specific category.
Hence the pricing operation is divided into three stages. First comes the
development of costs for all purchased items, second the addition of labor and
indirect costs to obtain the cost of each manufactured part and, finally, the
combining of the costs of purchased parts and manufactured parts with labor
and indirect costs to establish the costs of subassemblies, implements and attachments. Manufacturing process data sheets are used for developing manufactured
parts and subassembly costs.
Operation of Our Standard Cost System

It is with the reduction in the time required for the preparation and execution
of this task of setting standard costs (and hence inventory prices) annually —
and the further and equally essential task of maintaining unit costs which are
helpful to management throughout the year —that this paper is most concerned.
As stated, we will deal with principles and procedures in the setting of strata
(cost classifications), selection of samples, and development of indices. However, because we want to be able to refer easily to the particular way in which
cost information is used in our company, a brief word on the operation of the
standard cost system is now in order.
Inventories are charged and carried at standard values. Any deviation between
actual and standard cost of individual operations or items is written off to variance as incurred. Any difference between the purchase price standard and the
acquisition cost is a price variance. Departmental direct labor variance is the
deviation between work -in- process inventory input at standard and actual direct
wages. Cost center variance is the difference between the amount of indirect
expenses absorbed by the application of a standard rate to standard direct labor
.input for all departments within a cost center and the actual expenses for the
cost center. Freight and material handling cost variances consist of a remainder
after deducting from the actual costs for a period, the amount absorbed by application of the standard percentages to standard purchase prices of items received.
A usage variance account accumulates the differences between the standard value
of raw material actually used and the standard requirements. All raw material
used is charged to this account at standard cost. Relief is based on the standard
value of standard requirements plus any recovery from the sale of drop -offs and
waste. This account reflects the deviations from standard caused by material
substitutions, wastage, and spoilage in the cutting operations.
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It will be observed that our inventory system is basically a simplified operation. Only a few inventory and variance accounts are used to handle the booking
of millions of transactions annually. Analysis of the content of the inventory
accounts, according to kind of material, is accomplished through stratification.
Material price variances are localized in the same manner. However, the statistical approach which is the subject of this paper resulted in a long stride toward
economy and promptness in the detailed tasks which remained.

The First Tool: Stratification of Material Costs
Implements, attachments, and parts offered for sale carry product line codes
for classification and summarization of accounting data by product lines. Each
model of an implement bears a separate code number. Parts are classified according to the type of implement on which they are used and as between those used
on current production and those used only as service parts. For example, several
models of balers are produced, but the parts are divided into only two categories,
parts for balers currently produced and parts for balers out of production. The
first group contains all production parts and many service parts, while the latter
contains service parts only. Product line codes are assigned to parts and raw
materials used in production as well as to service parts offered for sale. Raw
materials, standard hardware, and parts used on more than one implement are
designated as common parts. This type of classification is used to summarize
inventories by lines and to determine the extent of cost variances by product.
Stratification of material, labor, and indirect operating costs in this way,
enables the cost accountant to localize the elements of cost in inventory and
the variances. The extent of stratification is a matter of individual choice. The
method employed for selecting the strata at New Holland is outlined in the
following paragraphs. In discussing it, we are dealing with the classification
basis of our accounts, which largely pre- existed the statistical application but
which, with that application, became one of the three principal elements in it.
The physical characteristics of parts and raw materials were analyzed with the
object of determining which items were made from a specific raw material or
combinations of raw materials. The result was a series of major classifications
such as steel, cast iron, wood, rubber, etc. containing a heterogeneous mixture
of items. Seventy -five per cent of the items and two- thirds of the annual inventory input fell into the steel classification at this stage. Further segregation
according to the condition in which parts are received, i.e. raw, semi - finished,
or finished state, broadened the strata but did not provide a sufficiently sound
basis for determining the effect of economic factors on costs.
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Segregation of steel raw materials by the industrial product classifications provided relatively large groups for this element, which past experience indicated,
were subject to the same economic influences. The finished steel parts stratum,
which included every kind of part from a small washer to a complete engine, was
examined. Engines were a natural sub - stratum since the factors which influenced
the price of one engine are likely to affect all engines. Low unit -cost hardware
items accounted for nearly forty per cent of the items and the low range of cost
prices and similarity of characteristics prompted their segregation into a separate
stratum. The remaining finished steel parts, as well as the semi - finished and
finished parts groupings in other categories were carefully reviewed with the
object of further subdividing the items into a practical number of strata, each
having similar economic and physical characteristics. The extent of material
stratification is shown in Exhibit 1.

Costs Other Than Material Costs
Other elements of costs are not stratified, but an explanation of the manner in
which they are classified and applied to inventory values will be helpful. Standard freight allowances and standard material handling costs follow the material
and purchased parts costs into the inventory accounts, but the actual costs of
material handling and freight is not identified with specific items, except for a
very few items of major importance. Direct labor costs follow the components
and assemblies on which the work is done. Simple classification, by product code,
at the plant and departmental level, is considered adequate in view of the low
ratio of direct labor inventory input to total inventory output. Indirect operating
costs (sometimes referred to as overhead or burden) are accumulated by department and cost centers and are classified by type of expense in the conventional
manner. Such costs follow the direct labor of the related cost center.

Stratification and the Purchase Register
F Implements, attachments, parts and raw materials are identified, each by a
part number. Additional identification is required for mechanical sorting and
summarization. Each part is coded as to the type of implement on which it is
used, the stratum in which it has been placed, and whether purchased or manufactured. This classification and stratification pattern is followed in the distribution of the invoice register charges, variance reporting, the development and
reporting of costs of implements, attachments and service parts, and the determination of inventory prices.
JUNE, 1953
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STRATIFICATION OF ZlsEMF.NTS OF COST AND EXTENT OF TNYElITOlRr COVERAGE
-
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r
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"
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- l i n i . b e d Parts
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16

17
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27

Malleable Iron - Semi-FSni.bed Part.
••
- F ini she d Part s

37
46
47
56

No n - Fe r r o us M at a l Pa r t s
Wood - Semi - F i n i s he d P a r t .
"
- Fi ni shed Par ts
Ru b b er - Se. 1- F i ni sh ed P e r t .
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- Fi n i s he d P ar ts
Fabric - Seal- Fin1shed Parts
_ Fi n i sh e d Pe r t .
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365,000
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35

734
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2,660,000
77 0 , 0 0 0
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15 0
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354
404
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720,
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65
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363,000
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126,000
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12

414
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70,
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,
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80,000
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'
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7%
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70 4
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3%
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%
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414
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3%
1004

�
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540,00C 12,000+
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5,000740,
Soo 150,OOC 2,0 004,000330,OOC
70,OOC
100 700, 00(
1,660,
1,200, OOC
110,
800 0001
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aga r uyc rc t Qw ue wc .

EXHIBIT 1

Separate controls are maintained for the purpose of segregating inventory
and expense entries in the purchase invoice distribution. The use of tabulating
equipment provides a flexible, efficient basis for recording, sorting, and summarizing the information taken from the receiving reports. Cards are punched
with the receiving report number, invoice register number, part or material code
number, quantity accepted, and purchase cost of material received. These
receipts cards are matched with a master pricing deck, each card of which contains the part number, stratum identification number, product code, inventory
account number, standard purchase price, standard freight allowance, standard
material handling cost, and total standard unit cost for the item.
Codes and account numbers are reproduced in the receipt cards. Group
multiplication produces the total standard inventory input value for each element
1312
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of cost, and mechanical cross - footing adds the amounts to produce the total
standard value of inventory input. Machine subtraction developes the price
variance (difference between standard purchase cost and actual purchase cost).
These calculations are made in one pass through an electronic calculator and are
double- checked in a second pass with a different control panel.
The Purchase Invoice Distribution journal illustrated in Exhibit 2 is prepared
from the calculated detail cards. Each receipt is listed in stratum number order
and part or material number sequence. The receiving report number identifies
the source document which created the entry. The invoice register number
indicates the source of the actual purchase cost. This cost is the invoice value of
accepted receipts (rejections are processed separately as inventory in suspense,
without detailed stratification). Use of accepted quantity is necessary to keep
the accounting records and production department inventory records in agreement. Although stratification classifies the purchases for control purposes,
separate inventory accounts are maintained for raw materials, production parts,
service parts, jobbing items, finished units, subcontract materials, and work -inprocess. The account numbers are used later in preparation of the journal entry.
In that summarization, total inventory values (at standard cost) are charged
to inventory accounts. The cost elements of the total inventory values are
segregated and printed in the columns for standard purchase cost, material
handling cost, and freight. The standard purchase cost is required for variance
analysis and current cost determination. Material handling and freight detail are
used in support of the summary journal entry. The price variance, which is
the difference between the actual purchase cost and standard purchase cost
columns, supports the summary journal entry and provides the data needed for
analysis of cost variances. The product codes are used for further analysis.
Columns are totaled for each stratum and the accumulated totals for all the
data appears at the end of the tabulation. The summary total for the actual
purchase cost column indicates the amount to be credited to the invoice register
control account on the summary journal entry. Total standard value of freight
and material handling costs absorbed are credited to the respective variance accounts to which actual costs are charged. The net accumulation of the price
variance column is debited or credited to the price variance account. The detailed figures are rearranged and summarized by inventory account number. The
totals in the inventory value column then indicate the amount to be charged
to the inventory accounts.
Inventory input and cost variances applicable to each product code are obtained by listing the data in part number sequence, under each product code,
JUNE, 1953
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A

NE W HOL L A ND P L A NT

PURCHASE INVOICE DISTRIBUTION JOURNAL
(ALL D ATA HYPOTHETI C AL)

FO R THE M O NTH E ND E D D EC E M B ER J I , 1 9 5 7

S TR A T UM
n UMB ER

PA RT
CODE

RE C E IV I n G
RE CO RD
XU M p E R

IX V O I CE
RE G IS TE R
HUMBER

01
01
01:
01
01
01
01
01
01
01

81015
81015
81030
81030
81030
81052
81052
81053
81o56
81109

79916
79613
79805
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80450
80328
80455
79810
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79126

125131
125359
122260
122255
122256
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122261
124384
125350
120242
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$
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$
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$

$

$

STA N DA R D
PUR CHA SE
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41,619,400
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2,0 17
3,016
2,400
2,2 27
4,515
420
1,693
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w
C
h
h

I 27
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14002
15015
15016
5985

N.;
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EXHIBIT 2

MA TE RI A L
N ACXOOSLT SN G

$

48
37
101
151
120
111
226
21
85
11

STA N DA R D
EH
CE
O ISGTHST

$

PUR
RCN
H AAS
SE
P R IC E
VA RI AN CE

97
74
202
302
24o
223
452
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22

$-o-

55
86
152
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441
913
-- 1 o0 20

37,000

$ 1, 850

$ 3, 70 0

$ 3, 750

$1,510,600

$52,000

$56,800

$78,615

Jour nal Bhtry
- Rev M a t e r i a l Tu ve n t o r y
- Pu r c ha s e P r i c e V a r i a nc e
- Ma t e r i a l Ha ndli ng Va r i anc e
- F r ei gh t Var i ance
- Invo ice Reg ist er Co ntro l

NTA . O A R D

$42,550
3,750
$ 1,850

3,700
40,750

PRODUCT
CODE

4
4
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
2

and summarizing the totals for each stratum. This stratified invoice distribution
journal serves two purposes, as a supporting document for journal entries and a
detailed analysis of variances. It provides an excellent working tool for the cost
accountant, but it is too detailed for submission to management.
Stratification and Variance Reporting
Thus it is that stratification, viewed alone as a statistical tool, bears the
connotation of classification refined for maximum utility. For this reason, the
summary report of variance, Exhibit 3, is a "stratified" listing of the inventory
input at standard cost, the applicable cost variance, and the ratio of the variance
to standard cost. This report is used to tell management how much the price
variance was and where it was incurred. The cost accountant must prepare concise reports of the causes of variances. The grouping of items with similar
characteristics simplifies reporting in this way:
I. The items which show small monetary
variance, or extremely low percentages need no explanation if a brief
scanning of the invoice distribution
journal reveals no significant offsetting
deviations from standard cost among
the individual items.
2. The variances for some strata can be
explained within a brief comment, i.e.
the variances were caused by industrywide price increases, or brief explanation of any other factors over which
management can exercise no control.

3. Variance ratios for some groups will
not conform to a general pattern.
Elimination of the exceptions usuall
results in conformity with (1) or (
above. The exceptions ere commented
upon in detail, listing the part number
and description, quantity received,
standard inventory input value and
variance, source of supply and any
other pertinent information, in an appended schedule. A general comment
is included to cover the items which
conform to a pattern.

21

In this manner, price variances may be analyzed and reported promptly at
relatively small cost, as a by- product of the invoice distribution journal.
The Second Tool: Sampling
When we come to the matter of securing current and future costs, for needs
which beginning -of -the -year standards will not meet and also for completing our
new system of statistical helps by providing for end -of -year standards in the
least laborious and most economical way, we have gone beyond stratification
and have come to sampling, from which we will later proceed to index development. The first thought is that it is important that management be informed
promptly of the impact of changes, both economic and engineered, in the cost
of implements. Since so many factors influence these costs, a comprehensive
.TUNE, 1953
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NEW HOLLAND PLANT
SUMMARY REPORT OF VARIANCES
FOR THE MONTH ENDED DECEMBER 31,

1952

(All Data Hypothetical)

Stratum
No.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
16

Description

Steel - Hot Rolled Bar and Strip
- Cold Rolled and Tool Steel
- H. R . and C. R. Structural Shapes
- H. R. and C. R. Sheet
- Piping and Tubing
- Semi- Finished Pressed Farts
- Semi - Finished Forgings
- Finished Parts
Cast Iron - Semi - Finished Parts
"
- Fi ni s h ed Pa rt s
Malleable Iron - Semi- Finished Parts
"
11
- Fin ish ed Par ts
Non - Ferrous Metal - Finished Parts
Wood - Finished Parts
Rubber - Finished Farts
Fabric - Finished Parts
Eng in es
T i r e s and Tubes

17
26
27
37
47
57
67
91
92

93
94
95

Bel t s
Paint, Solvent and Lubricants
Hardware and Fittings
Welded Assemblies
Mechanical Assemblies
Sub - Contract Service

96
97
99

Total Price Variance
Account No.
Other Variances
Raw Ma erial Usage
15016 F r e i g h t Variance
Total Other Variance
Direct Labor
w i n g
D e p a r t m e n t
222
Press & Shear Department
231
Assembly Department

Standard
Inventory
Value*

Variance
Amount

37,000

$ 3, 750

$

$

•

8 0, 00 0
140,000
21,000
19,000
28,000
290,000
52,000
72 , 00 0
28;000
1,000
13,000
1,500
5,600
1 190 0
26 0 , 0 0 0
82,000

20,000
32,000
1,200
2,000
61 8
3,500
100
2, 40 0
1,200
- 0 (300)
17
60
( 130)
100

28,000
600
46,000
7,000
212,000
30,000

(3,500)
- 0 (2,400)
- 0 2,000
1 _ 6,500

185,200

$

(3,300)

�

56,
24 000
$

Sub - Assembly Department
Welding
Total Labor Variance
Indirect Operating Co st

$

General Plant

2,800

E1,51o,t�GG

232
233

220
Machining Department
230
Assembly Department
15015 Material Handling Costs
Total Indirect Variance
Totals
( ) Favorable Variance

55,E

9 , 5 00
12 500
fg 000

Ratio To
Standard
10.1%

5.1%
25.0%
22.9'

5.7%
11.5%
2.2%
1.2%
.2%

3.3%
4.3%
.0%

(2.396)
1.1%
1.1%

(6.8%)
.0%

( 4•o%)
(1 2 .5 0
.0%

(5.296)
.0%
.9%

55:

5.1%
22 .
9.13

1,175
650
1,650

5. 0%
4.8%

6,000
12 000

300
650

5.0%

55,E
58, 0 0 0

$ 4, 125

23,500
13 , 5 0 0
30,000

45,000
52 000
10 000
j�
0

$

5.5%
5.4

5•
4,640
4,500
11 6 0 0

12

7.5%

8.0%
7.8%
22 .3
117

90

Standard inventory value shown for items in the materials strata, is the
s t a n d a r d pur ch as ed c o s t .

EXHIBIT 3
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reporting plan is necessary. Determination of current costs and future costs
for each component, application of these costs to quantities used to each implement, and summarization by implements —on a monthly or even a quarterly
basis —is impractical from a manpower standpoint. Similar compilation based
on application of the variance ratios for each stratum to the standard cost elements would not produce the desired degree of accuracy, because large price
variances may be recorded in a month during which there was no production of
the related implement. Another reason is the fact that the mixture of components received varies greatly from one month to another and the price variance
ratios are higher on some components. Consequently, no definite pattern can
be established to apply the variance to implements on total costs.
The procedure chosen for development of current costs is predicated upon the
statistical principle that a reasonably large sample, selected from a mass of relatively homogeneous data, will reflect the characteristics of the whole. In this
case the characteristic is a pattern of cost fluctuations. Stratification collates
related items. Sampling takes a manageable useful selection of them. Later we
will see how the ratio (index) of the sum of the extended value of the sample
in each stratum at standard purchase cost to the corresponding value of the
sample at current purchase costs, is the tool used to convert the total standard
purchase cost of all items in a stratum to a satisfactorily accurate current cost.
The cost accountant determines the number of items and the monetary value
to be covered by the samples. Considerable judgment must be exercised, bearing in mind that the ultimate goal is the greatest possible accuracy from samples
representing the least practical number of items. Targets, in the form of a percentage of the total standard cost value which will be acceptable as a reasonable
sample, are established for each stratum. Due consideration is given to the
number of items in a group, the unit price range of the items, and the extent
to which items are influenced by internal and external economic conditions.
Reasonable proximity to the target percentage is acceptable. Under certain
circumstances, the number of items may be increased to prevent domination of
a sample by a single item or because of the relatively small number of items.
The method of processing the sampled items starts from data like that developed for all items. The annual detailed cost analysis prepared for each implement, described earlier, provides the detail needed to prepare the worksheets for
accumulating current and future cost data. Such a worksheet is shown in Exhibit 4 with, however, columns for three months beyond January dropped for
reasons of space. A complete set of worksheets is prepared for each implement.
The number of sheets varies with the number of items on the bill of materials
J U N E , 1953
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WORKSHEET FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CURRENT ACTUAL COST AND INDICATED FUTURE COSTS
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Note: In actual use, this form has three additional monthly sections.
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but all sheets are prepared in the same manner. Information pertaining to
purchased items is shown on the worksheets as follows:
I. The description, stratum number, target percentage, and total standard
purchase cost for the first stratum is
posted to the appropriate columns in
the worksheet and underscored.
2. Items with the highest dollar value
are noted on the annual detailed cost
analysis and are mentally accumulated
until the target percentage is attained. At this point the decision to
exceed the target will be made if a

small number of items dominates the
sample.
3. The part code number, quantity used
for production, unit standard cost,
and total standard cost of the selected
items are transcribed from the annual
detailed cost analysis to the corresponding columns on the worksheet.
4. The total value of the sample is ac.
cumulated and entered beneath the
last item.

The above procedure is repeated with succeeding strata until all purchased
material samples have been listed and totaled, leaving space between strata for
insertion of indexes. The remaining cost elements are recorded by listing the
accounting classification numbers, description, and standard costs in the appropriate columns. This section of the worksheet remains unchanged for the year,
except for an occasional quantity change. (The form has sections for the
monthly determination of current and indicated future costs of each implement,
as described in subsequent paragraphs although only one such section is reproduced in Exhibit 4.)
A typical example of the result of stratification and selective sampling of
costs of purchased materials is shown in Exhibit 5. The high ratio of sample
dollars (81.5°fo) to total cost dollars minimizes the error probability when
standard costs of items not included in the sample are converted to current and
future costs. Decreasing the number of items to be repriced (in the implement
covered by Exhibit 5) from 630 to 129 saves time and reduces costs. When
this saving is multiplied to reflect all products, it is of real importance.
Master Lists of Sampled Items Speed the Work
It has been possible to further simplify the work because of the fact that
hundreds of common items appear in the bills of material of many different
products. This led to the adoption of a master list of sample items, Exhibit 6.
The number of sample items to be priced monthly was reduced to less than
seven hundred items for three plants by collating the items appearing on the
implement worksheets, eliminating duplications of common items and preparing this master list. On it is inserted, in addition to the part or material code
number, the standard purchase cost per unit and the average monthly usage.
The average monthly usage is computed by use of the annual forecast of sales
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NEW HOLLAND MACHINE DIVISION OF THE SPEFM CORPORATION
COMPARISON OF SAMPLES TO TOTAL BILL OF MATERIALS
IMPLEMENT A
(All Data Hypothetical)

Stratum
Code
01
02

03
04
05
06
07
08
16
17
26
27
37
57
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
99

Description

No. of
Std.
Value
Items in P ur ch .
of
Cost(1) Sample
Strata

Steel -

Hot Rolled Bar and Strip
35
Cold Rolled and Tool
38
H.R. and C.R. Struct. Shapes 26
H.R. and C.R. Sheet
13
Pipe and Tubing
14
Sem14inished Pressed Parts
40
11
"
Forgings
10
- Finished Parts
102
61
Cast Iron - Semi - Finished Farts
"
" - Finished Parts
8
Malleable Iron - Semi - Finished Parts 22
11
" - Finished Parts
8
Non-.perrous Metal - Finished Parts
26
Rubber - Finished Parts
Engines
Tires and Tubes
Belts
Paints, Solvents and Lubricants
Hardware and Fittings
Welded Assembly
Mechanical Assembly
Sub - Contracted Labor
Totals

1
1

4
2
6
145
3
40

25
630

$ 15. 88 $ 5.55
15. 41
5.40
31.64
25.86
3o.46
27.00
16.48
12.80
44.50
30.15
16.20
11.20
61.25
45.94
63.63
58.00
9. 61
6.08
7.76
19.43
1.65
1. 20
2. 60
5.38
3.19
3.19
154.36
154.36
46.44
46.44
13.22
13.22
8.82
8.82
14.56
3.70
4.67
4. 67
100.00
122.19
36.00
25.20
=4 L7

12

S4mpling
No. Percentage
of
Tar- AcItems get
tual

5
6
5
7
4
9
5
15
8
2
4
2
4
1
1

4
2
6
16
3
10
10

35% 35.0%
35% 35.0%
35% 81.7%
35% 88.6%
70% 77.7%
70% 67.8%
70% 69.1%
75% 75. 0%
40% 91.2%
40% 63.3%
40% 39.9%
40% 72.7%
40% 48.3%
70% 100.0%
100%
l00%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

70%
75%
25% 25.4%
75% 100.0%
75% 81.8%
70% 70.

14 I 9

81 5%

Note (1) - F.O.B. supplier, before adding freight and material handling.

EXH IBIT 5

by products and the quantity used on each implement. The master lists are prepared in duplicate. The cost department inserts on the original copy the current
costs taken from the current purchase invoice distribution journal which has
been shown as Exhibit 2. The purchasing division inserts on the duplicate copy
the indicated future costs. These are taken from the most recent purchase orders
for normal quantities.
Considerable research by the cost department was necessary to establish the
initial current costs. The delivery schedule for parts and materials required to
produce a specific implement is variable. Some items are received monthly,
others are delivered bi- monthly or quarterly and, in some instances, the total
requirements for one year's production may be acquired as a single lot. Quantities received and actual purchase costs on the monthly invoice distribution jour1320
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nals, beginning with the latest, are reviewed until the most current unit price of
each sample on the master list is obtained. The total actual purchase cost is
divided by the quantity received to obtain the current cost for each item. The
quantity received during any month must represent a fairly large proportion
of the quantity required for production of all implements during the period,
before the acquisition cost will be considered a current cost. The same routine
is followed in subsequent months but only for the current journal.
Indicated future costs are developed from the commitment records maintained
in the purchasing division. The unit cost appearing on the most recent purchase
orders is entered on the list after giving due consideration to the quantity required for production and after eliminating small emergency purchases. Upon
completion each month, the list is returned to the cost department by the purchasing division, so that future costs of each implement may be computed.

The Third Tool: Indexes of Current for Future) Costs to Standard
The worksheets on which the standard cost and sampling data are recorded,
already exemplified in Exhibit 4, contain additional sections (one shown) for
current and future costs for several months. The total standard cost for an
implement, attachment, or service part must remain constant for a year. For
this reason, standards are not adjusted between annual physical inventory dates
for cost changes resulting from improvement of existing manufacturing methods.
Changes in purchasing practice are reflected as current cost changes as long as
the physical properties of the item remains the same.
An adjusted standard cost column is provided to reflect shifts between strata
and cost elements. For instance, a change from in -plant manufacture to a purchase of such services will require downward adjustments to the direct labor
and indirect operating costs and an increase in the subcontract costs. A decision
to manufacture a part which was formerly purchased may involve several material strata, freight, and material handling costs, direct labor departments and
cost centers, and a methods change as well. There are other conditions which
cause adjustments of the standards, but these are the significant ones.
Changes are keyed to the stratum or cost elements affected and the total
standard cost for the stratum and cost element is corrected by posting the adjusted value in the column provided. Should the change apply to a sample
item, the sample listings and the totals are adjusted accordingly. Inclusion of
this standards adjustment column segregates such changes from those attributable to outside economic causes. It also simplifies the task of explaining differences between current costs and standard costs.
J U N E , 1953
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NEW HOLLAND MACHINE DIVISION
ALL PLANTS
MASTER LIST- - SAMPLED PURCHASE ITEMS
YEAR 1952

T
P /OOS
x /030

Standard
Purchase

Average
Monthly

ACTUAL
J�

Feb.

P. BA,e A-4 5 6 ; p 5E«1
.0414
. 0 5 -35io,000#
0�� fJ3

/00 000

� .04144

COST
March

0606

April

f .044

.0521

OS,t /

OS34/

OS 3 �

/osZ

.40413o

x{9,000+

.044341

.04131,

.04139

.0470

I' /oS44

.04131

7, 0oo #

0#3P

04/3

otc63

oy� s6

g105-5-

O4� 1�Z

.047

•043

.04111.=

.044./7

.0114

.0433

•Of33

.off/

ot4tz

o418o

.04179

Flo 51.

.0/f10

Sr 1070

.0477

� io9s

/O 000
15-

os�

7-5iv *

P300

0Si7

Ma

.

o4 9

05-10

(All Data Hypothetical)

EXHIBIT 6

The extended current costs of samples are computed by multiplying the
standard quantities required to produce an implement by the unit current cost
which appears in the appropriate period column on the master list which has
been shown as Exhibit 6. These extended amounts are entered in the column
provided on the worksheet. The sum of the current costs of th e sample is
posted beneath the extended values. It is then divided by the total standard
cost of the sample at standard cost (or adjusted standard cost of the sample if
changes have been made) to obtain the index i.e., ratio of actual to standard.
The indexes for the remaining cost elements are developed as follows:
Freight index —T his is predicated upon
experience for a three -month period.
Total actual frei ght costs for three
months immediately preceding the
period for which current costs are being developed, are divided by the
total standard frei ght inventory input
for the same period. Adjustments are
made for any recent freight rate increases if necessary. The ratio thus
obtained is the index.
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2. Direct labor index —The standard cost
(100 %) is adjusted for variance and
any recent general wage increase if
necessary.
3. Indirect operating costs indexes —The
standard cost (100 %) is adjusted to
reflect current variance for all cost
ce nt e rs .
4.

M a t e r i a l h a n d l i n g cosfs —This i n d e x is

found as outlined for freight, with
adjustments for any extraordinary circumstances.
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

Material cost indexes are posted beneath the total current costs of the sample
in each stratum. Other indexes are inserted below the total current cost line.
These indexes are used as multipliers to convert the total adjusted standard cost
of each stratum to a representative current actual cost. A material usage variance
is developed by multiplying the sum of the standard costs for all raw materials
by the material usage variance ratio for the month.
To test the reasonableness and accuracy of this approach to product costing,
the monthly deviation between standard cost and current actual costs for each
implement, as determined by this method, was multiplied by the units produced,
and the sum of these differences was compared with the total variance recorded
on the books. Month -to -month comparisons varied considerably, as they should,
but the net difference for a full year was less than one per cent, thus proving
the reliability of the current actual costs developed. Current costs for succeeding
months are compared with indicated future costs developed in previous periods
as an added check on the accuracy of the computations.
The indicated future cost of the samples and the indexes for each material
stratum, are developed by the methods prescribed for current costs. They are
used in conjunction with standard costs to develop the total indicated cost of
material. Proposed changes in freight rates are usually announced well in advance of the effective date. The future freight cost is developed by converting
the announced rate change to a percentage and applying it to the current costs.
Current costs of labor and indirect operating costs are used as future costs unless
knowledge is available with regard to proposed general increases, changes in the
work week schedule, or any other changes which would influence future costs.
The same applies to material usage variance and methods changes.

Reporting Current and Future Costs to Management
A report is submitted to management each month, which shows for each
implement the total standard cost, the adjusted standard cost, the current actual
cost, and the indicated future cost. The information for this report is obtained
from the worksheets previously described. Supplemental reports, containing
the supporting details are prepared, covering selected implements.
Stratification of material costs and classification of other costs localizes the
changes. Sampling reduces the amount of data to be collected and analyzed.
The use of indexes provides an easy means of obtaining representative current
and indicated future costs of materials. Moreover the format of the worksheets
makes the easy observations of cost trends a reality. The over -all result is a
J U N E , 1953
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EXHIBIT 7

series of product cost reports for management which are condensed, satisfactorily
accurate, timely, and economically prepared.
Ap p ly in g All Three Tools to Se tt in g New Sta nd ard Cos ts
In previous years. considerable manpower was expended to prepare a list of
more than 5,000 purchased items to be priced. Purchasing division records were
examined for each item. The latest cost of a normal acquisition from a normal
source and the newest commitment price on the same basis, were inserted on the
list. It was then returned to the cost department for editing, auditing, and comparison of current costs and market prices with the standard costs established
for pricing the inventory the previous year. The approved rates developed for
standard freight and material handling costs were applied to obtain the total
inventory value for each purchased item. Direct labor operations were repriced
on many thousands of manufactured parts and new indirect operating cost rates
were applied, on the basis of direct labor, to each manufactured item,
An early start enabled the cost department to spread the workload, but important last minute changes occurred too often, which necessitated complete
revision of many of the costs of manufactured parts in which purchased materials were used. Changes in the cost of components made it necessary to change
the costs of sub - assemblies, assemblies, and products as well. Thousands of
man hours were spent on this operation each year. Awa y ha d to b e foun d to
reduce this workload. A reduction in the number of items to be priced seemed
to be the only logical solution to this problem.
All of th e factors which prompted the use of stratification, selective sampling
1324
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and indexes for development of current and future costs are prevalent in the
year end inventory pricing problem. Purchased items can be stratified. A sufficiently large sample will reflect the characteristics of all items in a group.
These can be priced at the "lower of cost or market" and indexes can be developed by relating the current value of all items in the sample to the inventory
value (standards) used to price the inventory at the end of the previous year.
Columnar worksheets, following the example given in Exhibit 7, are prepared
for the accumulation of pricing data for purchased items in each stratum. These
are processed as follows:
COLUMN HEADING

Stratum number
Part number of sample
Old standard purchase unit cost
Inventory input quantity

Extended value of inventory input
Date of latest receipt from normal source.
Unit price of last receipt from a normal
source.
Unit price of latest purchase commitment.
Scheduled delivery date for latest
commitment.
Extended value of inventory input at new
inventory price.

SOURCE OF DATA

Transcribed from master list.
Transcribed from master list.
Transcribed from master list.
The total annual receipts of the purchased
parts included in the sample are accumulafed from the purchase invoice distribution journals.
Quantity multiplied by the standard purchase unit cost.
Supplied by purchasing division.
Obtained from part number record of supplier's invoice prices.
For a normal quantity from a normal source
(market price, supplied by the purchasing
division.
This data is filled in by the purchasing division to serve as a guide for decison regarding pricing at the "lower of cost or
market."
The cost accountant compares the unit
prices of the last receipts of normal quantities from normal sources with the unit
prices for the latest commitments. He then
circles the prices to be used for inventory
valuation. The circled prices are multiplied
by the inventory input quantities. The results are inserted in this column.

To check on the adequacy of the sample, the sum of the standard cost of the
sample items is divided by the total standard cost of all items in each stratum,
for which Exhibit 1 is illustrative, and the resulting percentage is compared
with the target percentage which was developed in Exhibit 5.
The new prices of the sample items are used for inventory valuation by application of indexes. An index (the ratio of the sum of the samples at new inventory prices to the sum of the samples at the old standard cost) is computed for
each stratum, using the worksheet data. The standard costs of the remaining
items in each stratum are converted to new inventory prices by application of the
related index. This procedure applies to items used in current models.
J U N E , 1953
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The costs of service parts for models out of production are determined in a
different manner. The inventory records are checked for purchased receipts
during the year. A list of such items is prepared and forwarded to the purchasing division for the actual purchase cost of receipts and for prices on outstanding
commitments. New inventory prices are determined by the cost department for
items appearing in the list. Service parts manufactured in our own plants during
the year are also repriced, if necessary, to reflect the "lower of cost or market."
The remaining service parts for models out of production are priced at the
previous year's standard cost unless adjustment is required for obsolescence.
The inventory prices thus established for production items and service parts
become the standards for the following year. As new parts or material items are
added to our inventories, new inventory prices (standards) are developed immediately. Such items may find their way into the statistical samples through
addition of a new implement or a modification of the sample listings for existing
implements. Test - checks on parts selected at random from each stratum (other
than parts included in the sample) indicated that the use of indexes produced
satisfactory results. This application of stratification, sampling and use of indexes reduced the number of production parts for which costs had to be determined individually by more than 80 per cent, with a corresponding reduction in
man hours for editing and auditing.
A Beginning
The use of stratification, selective sampling, and indexes in this or any other
application must be carefully planned. The strata must be selected with the
object of obtaining pertinent information on related data promptly and simply.
The samples must be selected so that the items will be most representative of
the whole. The reliability of the indexes, the ratios which simplify conversion
of a mass of costs determined in a previous period to a satisfactorily accurate
representation of current costs, is dependent upon careful stratification and selection of samples. In this case, a large safety factor was considered advisable because of the newness of the technique. Statisticians say that much smaller
samples will do the job as well. The size of the samples will very likely decrease
as the technique is refined and proof of reliability is established by experience.
The methods described in this article have reduced the time required for
determining costs and preparing reports, by thousands of man hours. The
merits of the technique have been proved for application to these cost department operations. A current review is being made of other cost operations to
determine where it will be feasible to extend the use of statistical methods.
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Industrial Research has Accounting Problems
by JAMES A. McFADDEN, JR.
Controller, RCA Laboratories Division, Radio Corporation of America, Princeton, New Jersey

Industrial research as a separate business is reviewed by the author.
After drawing a word picture of the operation, with its real —if unpredictable—revenues (via patents and patent rights of value to the
company), he portrays the complications involved in variously accounting for purchases which would unquestionably be classified as
fixed assets in manufacturing enterprises and discusses accounting for
patents, control of research inventories, and the considerable detail to
which property records are usefully carried.

omission, in any study of the business of
I organized industrial research, ifofattention
were not directed to the importance
T W O UL D BE A SE R I OU S ER R O R

that this phase of human effort has played in the establishment of the standard
of living, military security and political position of every nation in the world.
While many other factors have also contributed, the inventive capacity and
creative initiative of its people have been responsible, to a very great degree, in
establishing the leadership of the United States in the present scheme of international affairs.
However, the past is history. Regardless of how well it is recorded, it will
avail us, as a nation, absolutely nothing if we do not use its scientific findings
as stepping stones to greater and more revolutionary advances through the inexhaustible media garnered by an organized program of fundamental and
applied research and development. The very nature of research is such that
there is a tendency, and a directed effort, to make obsolete each new discovery
the very minute it is disclosed, and often long before it has been adapted to
any practical usage. On the surface this may appear to be a bit of veritable "tail chasing" but, actually the very life blood of scientific and technological advancement is supplied by this dissatisfaction which leads scientists on to greater
and greater achievements.
In retrospect, the kerosene lamp, spindle phonograph, Gatling gun, horseless
carriage and aspirin tablet of the past were considered as very important accomplishments. Without doubt they were, but today, it is realized that they
merely represented very fertile fields for scientific research. This is particularly true in view of the present day wonders of fluorescent lighting, radar,
television, jet motors, atom bombs, penicillin and sulfa derivatives. Moreover,
future generations will be astounded at the inconveniences of the present era,
JUNE, 1953
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for inventive ingenuity will continue to expand at an ever - increasing rate as
more and more knowledge is accumulated.
There is no doubt that man has made, and will continue to make, remarkable
progress in the fields of physical science. Conversely, it is unfortunate that
he has not been equally successful in the fields of applied sociology. Untold
amounts of energy have been spent to improve standards of living and to ease
the worldly burdens of human existence, but it appears that men's characteristics
as individuals and as nations have split the world in two. It is the confirmed
opinion of many eminent physical science researchers that the scope of the field
of applied sociology is unlimited and that, if men could be taught the science
and technique of harmonious coexistence as individuals and as nations, their
combined scientific resources would lead to wonders beyond belief in our present
"cold war" world.

What Enterprises Commonly Conduct Research?
It is not surprising, in view of the foregoing, to find that the business of
organized research presents, it its day to day operations, many unusual organization, management and accounting problems. Generally speaking, research
organizations, insofar as their method of operation and manner of conducting
the research program are concerned, may be classified as follows:
I. Research or engineering departments
of any company, which confine their
efforts to the technological problems incident to the operation of a particular
business.
2. Universities, colleges and other institutions of learning which, as a normal
part of their curricula, maintain laboratories in which research is done in the
pure (basic) sciences. Heretofore, most
of such institutions confined their efforts
to the scientific leanings of certain members of the faculty, fellows and interested graduate students. In the past decade, however, such laboratories have expanded in terms of facilities and personnel for the purpose of rendering scientific assistance to industry and the Federal Government.
3. Government owned and operated laboratories devoted entirely to research
projects which, presumably, will produce
general benefits on a national or international scale. At present and in the immediate past, it can be readily recognized that the bulk of this effort is
1328

directed to problems which are of the
greatest military importance.
4. Research foundations devoted to problems of particular industries or problems
related to the public welfare. W hile this
type of research organization usually relies on the abilities and accomplishments
of a selected group of individuals, it may
also result from work originating in one
of the outstanding educational institutions and which requires the financial
sponsorship of industry or government
for continuance. These organizations
tend to operate entirely on the basis of
a program of sponsored projects and do
not primarily sfrive for a financial profit.
5. Industrial research laboratories which
may be sponsored by a foundation or by
a leading corporation in a particular industry. These organizations, aside from
conducting a research program for affiliated companies, if any, may accept tasks
financed by private industry or the various procurement agencies of the United
States Government.
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

The full significance of the problems confronting the management of a
laboratory conducting a large -scale research program is not usually appreciated,
unless the business of research is viewed as a "self- contained" business. While
the problems of management, organization and operation of a continuous research program are somewhat related in all five of the research organizations
outlined above, it is generally conceded that industrial research laboratories
conduct their programs of research and development along lines which are
more uniform in pattern than do the various laboratories supported by educational institutions, the Government or others. Accordingly, the accounting
problems of the industrial research laboratories will provide the best subjects
for review here.
The Situation of the Self- Sustaining Research Laboratory
It is common accounting practice to consider research and development expenses as either indirect manufacturing expense or part of the general and
administrative expense of an enterprise which, primarily, conducts a commercial
activity for the purpose of producing a profit. This is not the case, however,
with the industrial research laboratory, which operates commercially and, as
such, is self- sustaining. Its situation is paradoxical. It is, first of all, a business which requires all of the normal implements of any modern American
enterprise and yet, in a particular period, may produce absolutely nothing
tangible to show for its efforts. How does such a business exist? How does it
acquire cash needed for payrolls, buildings, facilities and equipment? How does
it retain and maintain such facilities, assuming it has these assets at its inception?
Exhibit 1 indicates the ideal situation with respect to the aims and intentions
of the organizers of a modern commercial research laboratory. It is to be noted
that the desire and intent is to conduct an evenly balanced, year -in and year out research program which will unveil a reasonable number of discoveries
or inventions, some of which may prove to be patentable. The rights embodied
in the letters patent can, of course, be licensed and the ensuing royalties can
be used to continue the research effort which, it is hoped, will produce new
arts or processes to repeat the cycle.
Little consideration is given to the research and development tasks performed
on a cost or fixed -price basis for the Federal Government or others, for it is
not intended, except perhaps in the case of national emergencies, that this type
of business will represent more than a relatively small percentage of the laboratory's total effort. There is further significance that, in the case of Government
contracts, the patent rights, if any, which may develop, are normally divided
JUNE, 1953
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EXHIBIT 1

between the contractor and the Government or may be assigned to the Government, and frequently the resulting inventions hold little commercial value from
a licensing standpoint. Accordingly, in many cases, this type of research is
attractive to industrial research laboratories only for the purpose of utilizing
excess facilities and personnel and for any possible specialized "know -how" or
experience which may be gained by the researchers during the term of the
projects.
For example, generally research and development contracts financially sponsored by the Federal Government provide that any inventions which develop
during the course of the contract are the property of the United States Government or, if the patent rights are assigned to the inventor or any assignee, that
the Government will be granted a royalty-free license. If the invention is of a
1330
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military nature, the only user would be the Government and, under such circumstances, there is no possibility of royalty income to the inventor or his
assignee, because usually no other commercial market exists.
Our interest here is in research which will produce patentable results of
value to the organization. What, then, of the accounting treatment for the every
day transactions of an enterprise devoted entirely to the business of organized
scientific research? Although an attempt is made here to outline some of the
more unusual aspects of the proper accounting procedures for the research
laboratory, it is well to observe at this point that the fundamental difference
between accounting for research and accounting for any other form of commercial enterprise lies, not in the accounting technique employed, but rather in
the accounting philosophy that is adopted.
New Angles in the Classification of Major Outlays
The question of distinguishing between capital and expense outlays is perhaps
the most tantalizing of all accounting decisions which arise in conducting the
business of scientific research. The standard academic rules applied by accountants to judge whether an expenditure constitutes an expense or capital charge,
cannot always be accurately employed in connection with the financial transactions of a research laboratory. As a rule, it is necessary to probe much deeper
into the factors surrounding each transaction than for similar transactions in
other fields of business. Accounting theory teaches that any expenditure benefiting a future period including all expenditures incident to the acquisition of
buildings, equipment, furniture, facilities, etc., are normally capital in nature.
It is not always possible, in accounting for the transactions of a research
laboratory, to determine clearly the possible benefits which may inure to future
periods and the acquisition of so- called fixed assets may not, in certain instances,
be treated as capital charges in any sense. In support of what may appear to be
a radical departure from sound, fundamental accounting theory and practice, it
may be well to offer in illustration a typical transaction which could occur in any
laboratory engaged in the field of electronic research. Certain types of electrical test equipment, which are standard in nature and are commercially available from a number of manufacturers, may be given diametrically different
classifications in the accounts, depending upon the following circumstances:
I. If utilized as a normal item of laboratory
apparatus, a piece of equipment of this
sort will be treated as a fixed asset.
2. If an inventory of such items is mainJ U N E , 1953

tained to have a supply instantly available to avoid the loss of valuable research time in procurement, these items
are classified as current assets.
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3. If the equipment is being acquired for
incorporation into an experimental model
or prototype or is to be disassembled
for a particular part, it is an expense
charge to a project.
4. Such equipment, if of a calibration not

adaptable to normal laboratory usage,
may be acquired for a project being performed on special order and, as such,
will constitute a charge to work in proc.
ess through the direct materials ac.
count. It will ultimately result in an accounts receivable item.

It is readily apparent that the problem of deciding which items to charge to
fixed assets and of classifying charges generally, is not a routine matter or one of
reference to set principles, but a continuous task of discerning the facts of the
case. A few additional instances will make this even clearer:
I. It is common practice in certain research
laboratories in the petroleum field to
purchase new automobiles and charge
them to expense. These vehicles, ranging
from the cheapest in the low -price field
to the most expensive models available,
are used in life tests to determine the
properties and operating efficiencies of
fuels and lubricants. Usually these automobiles are operated continuously under
all possible adverse or favorable conditions, in accordance with the tests being
made, until all moving parts are worn
out and the automobile, as such, is
worthless. This is accomplished, as a rule,
in a very short period of time, usually
months. Therefore, the cost of such cars
must be considered as a period- operating cost.
2. Laboratories engaged in doing research
in nuclear physics may charge to current

period costs items of furniture, fixtures,
equipment, and even buildings if they
have been rendered worthless due to
contamination resulting from exposure
to radio - active rays.
In almost every laboratory, the occasion
arises when it may be more economical
in terms of time and money to purchase
an otherwise capital item which is commerically available and adapt it, or a
part of it, rather than attempt to build
or construct something to do the job or
accomplish the same end. Typewriters,
desks, electric calculators, air conditioners, microscopes, and even spinet pianos
have been purchased to solve research
problems and were properly charged to
operating expense because they were
worthless at the completion of the project.

Complications in Accounting for Patents and Patent Rights
The most interesting phase of accounting in the commercial research laboratory is that which is encountered in connection with patents, patent rights and
licenses. The value of these assets is intangible in nature and ordinarily is the
most perishable and uncertain of all vested property. While the legal life of
letters patent is definitely established by law, there are many factors that will
influence their economic or utility life, insofar as the patentee or licensor is
concerned. Hence, the treatment afforded this portion of the account structure
and particularly the amortization program for the value of any rights added to
the capital accounts, must be given deep and constant consideration.
Generally, as a science or an art advances and is explored, the probability of
developing basic inventions becomes more and more remote. Therefore, in a
well developed art, many patents relate only to improvement inventions and
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are valued as such. It sometimes happens that a patent which was considered
very valuable is rendered worthless by judicial decisions or by improvements
in the art. These factors make it exceedingly difficult to determine the proper
valuation and amortization policies for accounting purposes. Very often interdependent patent rights may be intermingled from a financial value standpoint
and may have different legal life terms, without there being any way of
determining the value for each patent or patent right.
The problem is sufficiently complex with respect to United States Letters
Patent. Valuation and amortization are further complicated when such patents
are issued in many different foreign countries. Not only does the cost of prosecuting and issuing a patent vary in each foreign country, but certain types of
patents have differing legal lives, as distinguished from other types of patents,
within the same foreign country. Further, the political and military upheavals
of the past two decades in European and Asiatic countries, have rendered
worthless many patent rights and licenses held by American industry. This is
presently true in all countries behind the "iron curtain" and could extend to
such other countries as subsequently may be engulfed by the Soviet Union.
It can be appreciated that a business the stock -in -trade of which is improvements, discoveries, inventions and patent rights must pursue an astute program
of accounting and financial treatment for this segment of its operations. By
an intelligent application of sound business philosophy to a specialized accounting technique, the accountant can prove an invaluable member of the research
management organization in planning and administering the financial policies
with respect to the patent capital accounts and reserves for amortization.

Adapting Inventory Control to the Needs of Researchers
There is no doubt that more has been written on the subject of inventory
control (or lack of inventory control) than any other phase of accounting for
research. The principal conditions and requirements to be met in the accounting
for materials and supplies in the research laboratory are:
I. Items of infinitesimal value must be
stored and disbursed with a minimum of
record- keeping.
2. Other items, due to their value and
general utility, require controlled storage and dispensing.

3. An inventory pricing and valuation policy is needed that will permit ease of
operation and will assure sound costs
and acceptable investment valuation.

Of more importance than the accounting procedures employed is the appreciation on the part of the accountant of the relative values involved. Most
laboratories maintain stockrooms entirely on a "self- service" or modified "selfJUNE, 1953
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ABC RESEARCH LABORATORY
RAW MATERIAL INVENTORY CONTROL
PERIODIC AVERAGE PRICE ANALYSIS
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153 1/4 10.16
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254 1/2 123.92

.094

1741 3/4 1 171.41 1 .098

EXHIBIT 2

service" basis. This is considered in some quarters as an extremely loose method
of disbursing stores. A close look at the factors involved, however, will tend
to belie this contention. First of all, the cost of materials and supplies used
in most research laboratories, represents a minor portion of the expended research dollar. Secondly, full -view storage, self- service and a minimum of record keeping, not only is a desirable approach to this problem, but, in most instances,
proves to be an economic necessity. In many cases, the researcher cannot name
or indentify the material, supplies or stores that he is seeking. He has in mind
the task he wishes to perform without any idea as to the physical form of the
"gadget" which will suit his purpose. "Window shopping" in the stockroom
quite often reveals exactly what is required, whereas it would have been almost
an impossibility to convey to an attendant what was needed.
Self- service and a minimum of record- keeping also tend to prevent the possibility of costly research time being spent following a cumbersome, useless and
irritating inventory control system. Stores disbursed without recording can be
estimated periodically and corresponding charges made to an account in the
overhead expense classification. Annual physical inventories will permit an
adjustment between actual and estimated consumption. Items kept subject
to a formal requisitioning system can be charged directly to the projects concerned and the inventory quantity and value reduced currently.
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To minimize the accounting details usually encountered in most perpetual
inventory systems, certain laboratories have adopted a periodic average price
method of developing prices for stores for the purpose of charging projects
and, in many instances, for the valuation of periodic physical inventories. In
the latter instance, this method of pricing can be considered superior in both
theory and practice over the standard "cost or market" method, particularly if
physical inventories are taken at a time coinciding with the average price cycle.
The materials, stores and supplies used in a research laboratory do not consistently conform to any standard pattern as to specifications and are not bought
in sufficient quantities nor at any regular intervals to lend any importance to
the "cost or market value" principle.
Exhibit 2 indicates, for a particular item of raw material, a simple method
of determining prices based on three -month period averages. Physical inventory
adjustments are treated (plus or minus) the same as purchases or disbursements and, as average prices are determined by dividing total quantity into total
book value, these adjustments are a price determinant.
Any inventory accounting policy applied in the operations of a research
laboratory must focus attention at the time of physical inventory upon the factor
of obsolescence which can occur with respect to raw materials and finished
stores items. As the scope of a laboratory's operations fluctuates or the emphasis of its effort is diverted into different channels, it often develops that a
large percentage of its materials and supplies may shrink in value and even
become worthless. This situation will invariably result when definite deviations
are made from the fields of science formerly explored. Obsolete stores should
be physically segregated from other inventory items if possible and adjustments
made in the accounts for their financial value. Although reasonable periods
of time should be permitted to elapse to assure that no practical usage can be
made of these items, a definite program should be instituted for making physical
disposition of such stores.
Adequate Property Records Essential in Research Management
The type of property records which should be constructed and maintained to
provide for the many specialized usages required in the research laboratory,
could be dwelt upon at much greater length than is possible here. The most
important requisite, in terms of utility value, to the active research management
is the effectiveness of the property records to disclose at any given time or
established periodic interval, the quantity, description, location and custodian
of specialized scientific equipment. This problem is augmented when the reJUNE, 1953
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search organization is large and the research activity is segregated by basic
sciences or applied technologies and, perhaps, even conducted at different
geographic locations. Such information is essential if intelligent consideration
is to be given to the following for each laboratory or research section:
I. Adequate instrumentation.
2. Replacement of obsolete apparatus.

5. Relation of capital acquisitions to type
of effort.

3. Acquisition of improved equipment.
4. Prevention of unnecessary acquisitions.

6. Hindrance of hoarding or eserving ten dency.

It must be remembered that the property records, if they are to offer these
advantages to the active research management, must also embody all the features
necessary for the many purposes for which such records are employed in the
financial and administrative management of any other type of business.
Perhaps, because of the individual value of items of research property, the specialized usage to which it is put and the effect of obsolescence upon its normal
life expectancy, the property records in support of its existence must be compiled, maintained and treated in the accounts with far more consideration than
is required in most commercial enterprises.
To obtain the informative data for the financial and physical control required
and to permit periodic revisions in certain of these data, it is mandatory that a
number of fundamental procedures be incorporated in the property record accounting system. First of all, positive property identification is necessary, which
will permit intelligent recording by accounting personnel who may not possess
intimate practical engineering or other technical knowledge. This can be accomplished by devising a system of property identification tags bearing numbers
which are prefixed to relate to a specific type of equipment. Such prefixes
should also indicate at a glance the account classification of the item to which
the number is affixed. Primary numbers can indicate, not only the property
number but also the custodian of the equipment.
For example, an item identified by No. 63 -119 could be immediately recognized as a microscope located in the Chicago laboratory in the custody of Dr.
I. M. Spatula, if this type of asset is classified in the account structure as
"Account No. 1063— Microscopes — Chicago Laboratory" and all equipment in
the custody of Dr. Spatula was assigned to a series of numbers from 1 0 0 to199.
Secondly, a complete technical description of each item of specialized scientific equipment must be recorded on an individual property record card which
will provide for the recording of the serial and manufacturer's number, the
type, model, calibration or other data inherent in the particular apparatus. All
this information is rarely available from the purchase order or vendor's invoice,
JUNE, 1933
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as usually a catalogue number is used for descriptive purposes. Therefore, it
is necessary to obtain any missing data from the researcher's purchase or appropriation request form and often personal discussion is required to obtain
full information. The routing of all purchase requests through a designated
member of the accounting department assures complete information at the inception of the acquisition. This procedure also provides the opportunity of
assigning the property record number and correct account coding to all documents related to the acquisition of the equipment, such as the purchase requisition, the accounting department's copy of the purchase order and, subsequently,
upon the vendor's invoice.
Further, a catalogue listing all specialized scientific equipment used must be
issued and revised at predetermined periodic intervals. Section 1 of this catalogue should be an alphabetical listing of all equipment, first by general classification and then by individual description. Section 2 should indicate all items
by geographic location and by custodian. Usually the quantity of equipment at
any one location will not make necessary both a general and individual listing
and, as a rule, an alphabetical listing of individual items will suffice. Exhibit
3 indicates typical pages from such a catalogue.
This type of catalogue is neither difficult nor expensive to maintain currently
if reproduced on common office reproduction equipment. Forms must be provided for notifying the property record accountant of transfers of equipment between custodians and /or locations and notices can be dispatched or revised
sheets issued to catalogue holders. (It is assumed that acquisition and disposal
information is gathered from other sources.) In this manner, complete catalogues need be issued only at the convenience of the responsible accountant or
when complete revisions are necessary.
In actual operation, it is found that, while the average researcher does not
relish any record - keeping or other paper -work, he is most jealous of the scientific equipment in his custody and will not relinquish it without making certain
that transfer forms are forwarded to relieve him of physical and financial
responsibility for it.

Other Aspects Meriting Treatment
There are many more very interesting facets to the business of accounting
for research and each requires a deep understanding upon the part of the ac•
countant of the nature of the endeavor and the view of the scientist concerning the financial aspects of his work. Budgeting, cost accounting, internal audit1338
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ing, operating and statistical statement presentation each has its own particular
peculiarities in the operations of the research laboratory. Our attention in this
article has been placed in the distinctive character of industrial research, the
problems presented on differentiating capital from revenue expenses, what is
involved in accounting for patents and patent rights, the peculiarities of inventory control in industrial research, and the specialized requirements for fixed
asset records. We have thus dealt with an important part of a big field. The
accountant who has the related task before him and who develops the proper
perspective with respect to the accounting problems encountered in the research
laboratory, will undoubtedly increase the contribution he makes to the management of this specialized business activity.
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Time Control of Contract Research
by DAVID S. MOFFITT
Controller, The Connecticut Hard Rubber Co., New Haven, Connecticut

The government is, at present, the principal "consumer" of research
performed under contract. This article identifies the contract forms
used and goes on to differentiate the cost characteristics of research
endeavors from those of manufacturing. A procedural story, with
emphasis on forward scheduling of research time, reflects the company's endeavors to pack research dollars full of performance.

and development contracts present several planning
G and control problems which
are quite different from those posed by manuOV E RN M E N T RESEARCH

facturing operations. For that reason, the establishment of effective budgetary
procedure in these cases, while employing the same general principles as in
manufacturing, produces results which are unique in themselves.
Types and Attractions of Government Research Contracts
The desired results from the research government sponsors can generally be
expressed only in very broad terms. The work desired will fit into the overall
pattern of fields being investigated for new materials, devices and methods. The
government wants the ideal solution to its problems but realizes some latitude
must be given the contractor in order to take advantage of any side discoveries
made during the principal investigation. Therefore, the scope of work defined
in contracts is necessarily broad, for example: "... investigation and development of new elastomers," or "... development of a better arctic rubber," etc.
Because of the uncertainty in the ultimate results, the government more often
than not specifies a certain amount of work to be done, rather than the achievement of specific results.
Control by the government of the work to be paid for has led to special
types of contracts. These are:
I. Cost reimbursement only.
2. Cost plus fixed fee.
3. Fixed price with downward revision only.

(Form III)
4. Fixed price with upward or downward
revision. (Form IV)

As portrayed in Exhibit 1, the nature of expenses for research work under
cost or price redetermination type contracts is quite a bit different from those
in ordinary manufacturing. In the first place, there are many charges allowed as
direct costs which are considered indirect in manufacturing operations. Expend 1340
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EXHIBIT 1

able supplies, such as glassware, are direct charges in research and development
contracts, as are extraordinary expenditures for capital equipment. Communication costs, such as telephone and telegraph, are often allowed as direct costs
when incurred in pursuit of the contract goals. Even such overhead items as
payroll taxes and compulsory insurance may be billed directly in some instances.
Another difference between research work and the ordinary run of factory
work is the different proportion of manpower and material required. With the
exception of very special equipment to do a particular job, purchases from outside vendors for a research contract are minute compared to the salaries and
wages of the technical staff. A chemist can open up vistas of a new world with
only a few dollars worth of material.
Under the conditions imposed by the available forms of research and development contracts, previously enumerated, companies principally engaged in manufacturing have little chance of direct profits. The cost limitations imposed by
Section XV of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation and the use of this
section in fixed price contract negotiation prohibit this. But, with over $500,000,000 being offered by the government for contract research in the fiscal year
of 1953, more and more manufacturing enterprises are taking on research contracts for other, more intangible reasons.
J U N E , 1953
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EXHIBIT 2
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To begin with, they can be of great service to the defense effort at little
cost to themselves, a fact which stands up very well in renegotiation proceedings
under the current law and regulations. They can likewise gain valuable "know how," with government support, and can keep their research staffs intact during this difficult period of the national economy. They can also acquire valuable
prestige because of the pioneering done in the new technical fields defined by
the contracts' scopes. Furthermore, knowledge of the government's needs is
gained, which is helpful to the manufacturing segment of the enterprise. The
primary consideration of the contractor, then, is not profit from research but the
amount of work accomplished. The principal budgetary objective should be to
get the most out of the sum allotted to the contract.
The Heart of the Matter: Scheduling Research Time
With the complete utilization of funds available within the contract period
the prime desire of the contractor and with the principal charge on the contract
funds the salaries and wages of the technical force, it would seem most logical
to approach the budget problem with the objective of employing just enough
talent each period to assure complete utilization of available funds by the end
of the contract. However, a difficulty arises because capable scientific personnel
suited to the organization are not easily acquired during periods of defense
activity and, once acquired, are released only with the greatest reluctance. If
the research department is working on several contracts of different duration,
peaks and valleys of manpower requirements are generated which greatly complicate the problem.
The first scheduling of technical time comes with the proposal required before the awarding of any contract. The proposal contains an outline of the
time and rates of the personnel to be used to do the required work. This should
be the basis for planning future operations, as well as the basis of scheduling
time once a contract has been awarded. A good proposal involves quite a bit
of work. A proposal should not be prepared unless the work to be done fits into
the over -all plan of the company's operations and brings to the contractor and
the government the benefits which have been mentioned. The research accountant should take an active part in all proposals drawn up.
A simple chart like that shown in Exhibit 2 is useful to depict proposed time
utilization on existing contracts, as well as that on contracts on which award
is pending. A glance at the chart will serve to make clear the times at which
peaks and valleys may be expected to occur. It is then up to the research diJUNE, 1953
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT BUDGET REPORT
For the week ending January 9, 1953
PROJECT
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20.0
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(255.6)
(
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CUMULATIVE OFF SCHEDULE

EXHIBIT 3

rector to plan the time of his men to level, as far as he can, this manpower use.
In a great many cases, the work on the contracts entails a good deal of routine
testing or literature searching. The segmental relationship of this work to the
principal research activity is often unimportant and it can be scheduled to fill
the valleys where the chart shows little proposed work.
The planning of the research director bears its direct fruit in a detailed
monthly schedule of hours to be spent on various projects. Several factors enter
into the preparation of this plan. The dominant one, of course, is the stipulated
requirements of the contract. This figure is modified in turn by the accumulated
deficiency or surplus of time spent on the particular project, by the type of work
required at any stage of the program, and finally by the number and aptitudes of
the personnel available for assignment. When the hourly budget is finally set
for the month, adherence to it can be followed by a simple weekly report. Exhibit 3 is illustrative.

Reporting to Scientific Personnel
At this point, a few generalizations might be made about budgetary control
reports to research personnel. Top staff members of the research team are
highly intelligent people who can easily grasp the implications of a well thought -out plan. However, they resent any interference with what they consider the proper way to approach a task. They also resent too much of their time
being consumed with financial and other matters not of a research nature.
Simple reports, then, which point up pertinent facts quickly and plans which
are sound from a research point of view are in order.
1344
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For these purposes, the chart shown as Exhibit 2, which serves its objective
for this article, is not a good one. Time portrayed on this chart runs from the
top of the page to the bottom, whereas, in most common graphic presentations,
time runs from left to right. As a consequence, explanation was necessary to
make the presentation understood. On the other hand, the budget report shown
in Exhibit 3 has one particularly good point to offer. The total deviation from
the schedule is shown as per cent over or under scheduled results. This is
particularly helpful in cases of failure to meet schedule. The alternative, which
would represent a failure to meet schedule by (say) 5 per cent as 95 per cent
efficiency, might be mistaken for satisfactory performance because of our experience with school grading, efficiency of power systems, etc.
In neither of the reports have the expressions "engineering time" or "engineering labor" been used. These terms are common in government contracts and
audit reports and are annoying to members of the technical staff who are
physical scientists, i.e., chemists, physicists, or biologists. Whenever classifications of technical personnel have to be used, they should be properly used,
particularly in reports reaching the operating levels of research groups.

Cost Elements Besides Research Time
Direct expenditures for materials, supplies and equipment must not be left
out of the control picture. When the original plan of action is drawn up in the
proposal preceding the award of the contract, whatever major special equipment
is needed for the solution of the problem is decided upon and set forth in some
detail. Unless there is a change in the plans between the proposal and the
award, this equipment is usually ordered as soon as work is begun. Control of
this purchase is easily accomplished by checking on whether or not it has or is
to be made or, if not, what alternative plan is being followed. A simple
memorandum report will cover the situation completely if action is required.
Supplies and materials generally consist of a number of small items bought
over the life -span of the contract. A simple budgetary procedure of dividing the
estimated purchases by the number of months in the contract is very satisfactory
in this instance. Since usage is roughly proportionate to manpower activity and
the time spent on the contract is presumbably under control, monthly instead of
weekly reports (of the type shown for manpower in Exhibit 3) will bring into
focus projects with purchases over or under expectations. Because of the proportionately small dollar expenditures made on these items, only large deviations
from plan require action.
J U N E , 1953
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Laboratory overhead items are probably the easiest to manage physically
but the most difficult to handle from an accounting standpoint. With many
indirect charges (from the usual manufacturing standpoint) charged directly to
contract research, the components of the research overhead are mostly of a fixed
or otherwise uncontrollable nature. These consist of service charges, such as
plant protection, personnel, power, heat, light, water, and top planning supervision. The problem lies, not in control of amount but in finding a satisfactory
base for apportionment. The government is very fond of using a percentage
of direct labor base, but this figure will change very rapidly with each change in
the number of personnel involved. Valid reasons could be put forth for other
overhead bases, such as a fixed proportion of the monthly overhead for the life
of the contract regardless of labor employed, but it is unlikely that any method
other than labor dollars or hours will be found acceptable to the contracting
authorities.
Money's Worth in Every Contract
If a sound accounting system is used for every contract to back up a plan to
obtain the maximum amount of research work from the amount allotted for it by
the government, there should be no trouble in justifying the expenses for reimbursement. Though they provide little in added net revenue to the contractor,
well -run projects can be worthwhile both to the defense effort and to the manufacturer who undertakes them. As stated before, it is a matter of aid to the
defense effort, progress in technical "know- how," company prestige, and familiarity with the government needs.
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Depreciation Accounting Now
bySIRICHARDWYNN
Assistant Professor of Accounting, DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois

for a numIber of years that the conventional
T HAS BEEN NO SECRET

Nevertheless, we cannot discharge the
responsibility which we do have by
failing to conduct self - inquiry. We,
as accountants, are called on to consider whether the convention that cost
is the soundest basis of accounting or
that the dollar is an adequate common
unit of measurement, has outlived its
usefulness and needs an overhauling
or whether, in spite of all the fuss
and fuming, there is sufficient support
for existing convention to justify an
effort to hold the line of accepted accounting theory.

basis of financial reporting is under
question. The ordinary individual
reading corporate reports showing excellent profits asks why the price of
items which he is buying need be so
high. Labor asks management for a
larger portion of the corporate dollar.
Stockholders seek bigger dividends.
The Internal Revenue Department's
"take" remains undiminished. One
scapegoat is the accountant.
Through it all you hear economists,
financial analysts and business manA Business Problem
agers accuse him of being unrealistic
Perhaps, we should look at the inin his approach to income determination. The inadequacy of the provision dictment again. The National City
for depreciation is the crux of the Bank of New York in its Monthly
matter. Earnings are being reported, Letter of April 1948 said in part:
income tax paid, and dividends dis. The established accounting practice of basing depreciation charges on
bursed in amounts which do not recoriginal cost has resulted in much
higher reported ea rnings tha n would be
ognize present cost of replacement of
the case were such charges calculated
fixed assets, permitting, in effect, inmore realistically on actual replacement
c o st s. . . .
vestment in corporations to be subject
It
must be acknowledged that manto gradual liquidation by a levy
against capital in the guise of profits. agement has a problem to explain to
Of course, the times are fundamen- stockholders and others why business
tally "at fault," if we wish to pass has to make more money to meet
the "blame" on. Accounting in the rising costs and why current profits
United States has never before had to cannot be distributed in dividends,
cope with so marked and so rapid a wage increases and price reductions
fall in the value of the dollar as the without risking a fatal impairment of
country has seen in the past ten years. productive facilities. A ready thought
JUNE, 1953
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is to reverse the measures taken under
former deflationary conditions. During the 1930's, many companies reduced their operating costs and increased net income through the simple
device of decreasing the amount of
depreciation charged against income.
Shall they now provide for increased
annual depreciation charges against income, based upon future replacement
cost instead of original cost? Shall
they increase operating costs by charging against current income so- called
"excessive current construction costs"
over "normal cost ?" These methods
have, in fact, been tried and accorded
little acceptance. However, the high
level of prices —and hence the problem —still remains and will remain unless a price plateau of many years'
duration gradually eliminates it.
Replacement Fund Method

One suggested method has become
known as the replacement fund
method. Under this plan, income
should be charged with amounts such
that, if they were funded, there would
be in the fund at the end of the useful
life of the assets an amount sufficient
to replace them. But where should
the "cost" of providing such a fund
fall? Except as it applies to fixed
plant, this is not a new concept in the
application of cost against revenue.
Or, at least, so the economist will
argue. When we adopt the "lifo"
method of valuing inventories, we
start accounting for things instead of
1348

the dollars invested in the things and
"lifo" gives appropriate recognition to
changes in the price level and the
maintenance of economic position.
Of course, in doing so, we have to
reconcile ourselves to the meaningless
balance sheet figure which the method
produces by saying that it is the price
we pay for the advantages obtained in
income determination. Many may
argue against "lifo" for inventories
but at least "lifo" is a cost basis. On
the other hand, charging income with
an appreciated value or replacement
cost of fixed assets is purely illusory.
No one can know at what price level
assets will be replaced or whether
they will be replaced at all. The replacement fund idea also implies a
static condition of our economy and
does not allow for technological improvement or development. Further,
it could produce unhappy results. Assuming the method were adopted,
there are two eventualities:
I. If price remained high or rose, for several years and then dropped suddenly
before any extensive replacement took
place, a company might find itself with
more than enough cash to replace its
plant while its accounts, supposed to
show accumulated earnings, record a
deficit.
2. If prices remained high or continued to
rise, the company might still not have
adequate cash for replacement or dividends, even though a substantial accumulation of earnings appeared on the
balance sheet.

There are fatal defects in this approach. The replacement fund theory
does not purport to reflect economic
income nor can this be reflected by
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

price -index adjustments. By ignoring
original cost, the approach eliminates
from income determination some important effects of managerial judgment
or efficiency in respect of economies
or favorable or unfavorable purchases.
Economic Income Method

vague. If the theory is taken to mean
change of economic position over a
period of a year, there would probably
have to be yearly appraisals. If we are
really trying to match current cost
with current revenues, perhaps appraisals would be needed even more
often.
Further we would be ignoring many
actual costs and thus we would eliminate from income determination all
effects of managerial success or failure
in controlling them. Costs are affected,
not merely by the quotations on new
machinery but by volume of output,
scheduling operations, selection of
methods, efficiency of workers, etc.
Projecting the possible effect of replacing machinery at new costs certainly does not improve an understanding of current costs.

Another suggested method has become known as the economic income
method. It has never been fully explained but seems to indicate that income should represent the change in
economic position during the fiscal
period covered.
Economic income is to be determined by recording charges against
income at the current or contemporary
value of the parts consumed. This
could be accomplished either by adjusting original cost by use of a price
index to reflect present value or by Solutions Which Do Not Solve
appraisals.
Accountants have for years cauBut this method too has certain detioned readers against attributing too
fects. It seems obvious that a company
much significance to a net income
owning goods and plant and being
figure. It would now be a contradicdebtor on a mortgage would experition of this warning to present an inence an improvement in its economic come figure, increasingly difficult of
position during a period of rising understanding yet purporting to emprices. Yet most proponents of the body the very significance heretofore
economic income idea would exclude
denied. The diverse uses to which
from consideration such an improvefinancial statements are put, call for
ment, presumably because of the ob- basically consistent, understandable
vious difficulty of reflecting it. More- presentations, adaptable by intelligent
over, methods so far suggested to but not clairvoyant readers to their
arrive at current cost do not, because own needs. Price -level adjustments do
of their inherent peculiarities, yield not lend themselves to such presentapresent values. They are faulty and tion.
JUNE, 1933
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Problem Cannot Be "Shrugged Off"

Nevertheless, the problem cannot
be dismissed by reference to the authority of accounting traditions and
practices. This will neither remove the
question from the economic scene nor
make any contribution toward better
understanding and improved methods
of reporting. For the problem is a very
real one. Recent years have found the
emphasis going from statements of
financial position to data concerning
earnings and earnings rates. Material,
labor and other costs currently incurred are charged to revenues at prevailing prices. Depreciation cost is
computed in terms of prices far below
the existing level of replacement costs.
This condition can only bring about
an impairment of capital funds and,
consequently, jeopardize the investor,
unless management awakens and faces
the problem squarely.
Revising accounts cannot, in themselves, be the answer. Management
must sell its product with sufficient
safety margin to permit the replacement of its plant facilities and also to
provide ample working capital. Still,
there are things the accountant can do
to facilitate matters. I think that the
minimum recognition he should give
the problem, where he does not deem
it feasible to go further, is the inclusion in periodic corporate reports of a
careful statement of the limitations of
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net income reported on the conventional basis and the need for retaining
apparent earnings in the business, instead of disbursing them as dividends,
to the extent required to maintain financial strength and the scope of operations. He could state that the earnings
are overstated as shown and perhaps
make an informal calculation, indicating how the figures might be modified
if alternative definitions of income
were adopted.
In addition, he can introduce supplementary accounts designed to place
the fixed assets on a replacement cost
basis, recorded costs being maintained
and the difference between depreciation on cost and on replacement value
shown as an adjustment of the recorded net income. It is also possible
to make special cost computations
purely for managerial purposes, placing fixed asset cost at a replacement
level. Another sound and helpful approach is to set up surplus reserves to
retain earnings, and tie them in with
funds, as we do for retirement of
funded debt, preferred stock or to increase our working capital.
In some instances, the situation may
call for another measure, that of a
resort to a quasi reorganization to restate the accounts and thus to freeze
the credit reflecting the asset write -up.
This has ramifications and will involve
management as a whole but it should
not be left out of consideration.
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THE COST FORUM

ANTICIPATING PRICE
REDETERMINATION IN RECORDING
DEFENSE CONTRACT PROFITS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
D U R I N G W O R L D W A R tr, initial orders for
specialized military equipment were usually contracted for on a cost - plus -a -fixed -fee
basis. Dissatisfaction with this arrangement has led to the development of fixed
price contracts which include a "Form
II -B" price redetermination article. This
contract article provides for the redetermination of selling prices at the end of the
first pricing period i.e., when an agreed upon portion of a contract, usually twenty five per cent to forty per cent, has been
completed. Prices are redetermined retroactively to the start of production, as well
as prospectively for shipments to be made
during subsequent pricing periods. After
the first price redetermination, these contracts are normal fixed price contracts with
no provision for retroactive price adjustments. However, in many cases the contracts do provide for the reopening of
prices on a forward basis.
Where the Form II -B -type contract is
used, the original contract prices are generally established without the benefit of
adequate cost experience as to the products
involved. The products are not only highly
specialized but are also subject to numerous engineering and design changes. Under
such conditions, it is quite unlikely that
actual costs will closely approximate the
estimated costs on which the contract prices
were based. In many instances actual costs
may greatly exceed, or be substantially
lower than, the estimated amounts. Accordingly, recognition of contract profits during
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the first pricing period on the basis of actual costs and contract selling prices would
yield unrealistic results from both a management and accounting viewpoint.
By virtue of conservative traditions and
of experience with renegotiation refunds,
accountants will generally agree that, where
actual costs are below estimated contract
costs, provision must be made for a potential refund at the time of price redetermination. It is less likely that accountants
will generally agree that sales adjustments
are also required in instances where actual
costs to date exceed the corresponding estimated costs. Nevertheless, it is suggested
here that a reasonable approach to the overall problem of anticipating retroactive price
redetermination adjustments, whether upward or downward, is the recognition of
sales on the basis of the original contract
selling prices, plus or minus the difference
between actual costs and the estimated costs
on which the contract prices were based.
Stating this in other terms, sales will
represent the sum of actual cost of sales,
exclusive of specifically unallowable costs,
where significant, and the average dollar
profit per unit included in the contract
price. The initial accounting entries would
follow the usual pattern, with the sales
entry reflecting the amounts billed to the
United States Government in accordance
with the tentative prices specified in the
contract. Where actual costs fall below
the estimated costs, a further entry would
be required under which sales would be
reduced and a liability set up for the
amount of this cost difference. Where actual costs exceed estimated costs, the sales
account would be credited and an unbilled
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receivable established to the extent of the
excess costs.
In instances in which actual costs are
running above planned or estimated costs,
the essence of the above proposal is the
assumption that the contractor will recover
all of his excess costs in price redetermination. Although experience with price redetermination is quite limited to date, there
is considerable evidence that contractors
will not be penalized for costs prudently
incurred. This presumes, of course, that
the contractor has acted in good faith and
with reasonable efficiency, considering the
problems with which he has been faced.
Good grounds may exist for also accruing
some profit on these additional costs. However, until more experience is gained with
this type of situation, managements may be
better served with the more conservative
approach of anticipating recovery of only
the added costs. Moreover, as explained
below, an offsetting factor may exist in
situations in which a contractor also has
Form II -B contracts on which his actual
costs are lower than estimated costs.
Where costs are running below the estimated amounts on which the contract
prices were based, the policy outlined assumes that the unit profit will not be reduced in price redetermination. This phase
of the policy is defended principally on the
ground that the assumption is consistent
with that employed where actual costs exceed estimated costs. Thus, when a company has a number of contracts and actual
costs are under the estimated amounts in
some cases and over in others, the application of the over -all policy should result in
the recognition of profits which closely
approximate those realized upon the conclusion of price redetermination for all of
the contracts.
The policy should be administered on a
flexible basis so as to permit special handling in the case of unusual circumstances.
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For example, in those instances in which
actual costs are substantially below the estimated amounts on which the contract was
based, it may be necessary to anticipate a
reduction of the unit profit. Such a reduced
unit profit might be an amount which
would yield the same profit (percentage)
rate as was provided for in the price proposal on which the contract prices were
based.
In addition to the foregoing problems affecting the adjustment of sales, Form II-B
contracts also involve the accounting treatment of preproduction and starting costs.
Such costs can be prorated, on an estimated
basis, over all of the units produced in the
first pricing period, in accordance with
normal accounting practice for long -tern
contracts.
J. F. MELLEMA, Detroit Chapter

PREPRODUCTION AND TRAINING
COSTS UNDER FIXED PRICE
DEFENSE CONTRACTS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
I N M A N Y I N S T A N C E S the unit costs in the
early stages of production under fixed price
defense contracts are in excess of those expected in the later stages of production.
Thus, a question arises as to proper accounting for the so- called excess costs, i.e.,
should they be charged against income as
incurred or should they be deferred and
amortized during the term of the contract.
Further, if they are to be amortized what
is the proper basis of amortization. It is
doubtful if it would be possible to develop
any specific rules which would be generally
applicable. The decision necessarily depends on the facts in each particular case.
However, the following comments are offered in the hope that they might be helpful in reaching a decision.
It is assumed that the accounting records
and cost distributions have been designed
to accumulate and properly allocate and
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identify all costs assignable to the contract,
with due regard to the provisions of the
contract and applicable government regulations. It is also assumed that the contract
is for the production of items not previously produced by the company, at least in
quantity. It should also be explained that,
for the purposes of this discussion, the
higher costs in the early stages of production are assumed to be attributable to costs
incurred in preparing for production and
costs incurred either directly or indirectly,
after production is commenced and that
they are expected to be eliminated when a
normal volume of production has been
attained.
In most cases, the preproduction costs
should be readily identifiable. They might
well include training costs. The identification of training or learning costs after production has commenced, is more difficult.
If, however, after careful investigation, it
appears that items such as labor costs in
excess of standard, material costs in excess
of standard by reason of excessive scrap
or spoilage, and unabsorbed burden resulting from low volume of production are
essentially the result of unfamiliarity with
the new production processes, such excesses
may be properly considered as training or
learning costs.
The point at which the excess costs outlined in the foregoing paragraph cease to
be properly considered as training or learning costs, again must necessarily be determined in the light of the facts in each particular case. Some of the factors to be
considered in such a determination would
be whether or not the volume of production had attained a level which was not
expected to increase materially thereafter,
whether or not the proficiency of the employees could be expected to improve and
whether or not the experience with respect
to usage of material was expected to
improve.
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Having determined the preproduction
and training or learning costs, it is then to
be decided whether such costs should be
amortized as shipments are made under the
contract. The answer to this question depends on the cost recovery possibilities under the provisions of the contract, including
provision for price redetermination, if any.
If there is reasonable assurance that all
costs plus a reasonable profit will be recovered under the contract, it is proper to
amortize the costs on some reasonable
basis. If, on the other hand, there is some
doubt as to possible future recovery, the
costs should be charged against income as
incurred.
The basis of amortization is also to be
determined in the light of the fads in each
particular case. Some of the possibilities
are outlined below:
I. If the unit selling price is the same
throughout the period of the contract,
the preproduction and training costs
could be pro -rated equally over the
total units to be produced under the
contract, assuming the contract is for a
definite number of units.
2. In some instances, the unit selling price
under the contract is higher for the early
shipments than it is for later shipments.
In these circumstances, the preproduction and training costs should be amortized as the higher priced shipments are
made.
3. In some instances, while the unit selling
price may be fixed, the number of units
to be produced may not be determined
or agreed upon until some time after
production under the contract has commenced. In such cases, the number of
units on which amortization is to be
based, must, of course, be estimated on
the basis of all information available.
4. Ordinarily, the amortization should be
accounted for on an individual contract
basis, i.e., no portion of the excess costs
should be carried forward to a subsequent contract. However, if the price
under the subsequent contract was negotiated on the basis of including a portion of the excess costs under the previous contract, it would be in order to
carry forward and amortize as shipments
are made under the later contract.
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Whenever practicable, the preproduction
costs and training or learning costs should
be segregated from regular production costs
and separately classified in the accounting
records and financial statements. However,
if such a segregation is impracticable and
all costs are accumulated in one account,
the general principles outlined herein
should be followed in determining the ba lance to be carried forward at the end of
any accounting period during the time the
contract is in progress.
In conclusion, it should be emphasized
that any decisions made with respect to the
accounting for preproduction and training
costs should be carefully reviewed at frequent intervals and appropriate changes
made if necessary.
BERNARD M. VAUGHAN,
Milwaukee Chapter

THE BELL AIRCRAFT CASE — IS
COST ACCOUNTING FOR DEFENSE
CONTRACTS "MERE BOOKKEEPING" ?

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
TH E FIELD O F INDUSTR IAL AC CO UNTI NG ,

originally the exclusive domain of management, is becoming increasingly "tinged
with the public interest" and in no portion
of it is this more true than in accounting
for defense contracts. Ever more frequently

scribed as a "backward accounting" concept of amortization and has held that it
was proper for the company retroactively to
adjust its books of account to provide for
amortization of deferred expenses on an expost -facto basis and to recover these amortized expenses as an element of cost under
later CPFF contracts, regardless of the fact
that at the time of entering into such contracts a different method of amortization
had been contemplated by both Bell and
the Government, a nd ha d in fact been fullowed by Bell in recording the costs of
contract performance.
The decision and the facts upon which
it rests should be of interest to a ccou nta nts
concerned with the costs of today's defense
procurement. Briefly, Bell Aircraft, in the
late 1930's, undertook to perform for the
Government several fixed -price experimental contracts looking to the development of
new types of planes. Costs incurred by
Bell were substantially above the amounts
received for contract performance and the
excess costs were capitalized for amortization against possible future production.
Later on Bell entered into another fixed price contract calling for the delivery of
thirteen service test planes similar to one
of its experimenta l models. To perform this
contract, it was necessary to fabricate permanent production tooling. With the outbreak of World Wa r I I, the Company received fixed -price production contracts for
this plane from the British Government
and thereafter incurred additional costs for
tooling. All of the tooling costs so in-

the courts and the quasi - judicial arms of
the Federal Government are rendering decisions as to what constitute true costs of
performance. Some of these decisions, unfortunately, suggest a tendency to dismiss
long- standing cost accounting precepts as
mere bookkeeping.
Outstanding among these decisions is
one rendered by the Court of Cla ims in the
case of Bell Aircraft Corporation vs, the
United States (No. 47745 - 10/2/51). The

these deferred costs on the basis of the

decision has relevance which still remains

number of planes delivered and to be de-

to be pointed out.

curred, together with the excess experimental costs, had been recorded as deferred
assets by the close of the year 1940.
Bell had originally planned to amortize

Here the court has

livered on all production contracts on hand

adopted what may perhaps be best de-

at the end of each year, by prorating such
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costs annually against deliveries made dur- However, the Bureau maintained its position and assessed additional taxes against
ing the current year. However, in 1941 it
received Government contracts calling for Bell for the years 1941 and 1942. The poproduction of a large number of related sition taken by the Bureau was followed
planes. One such contract was on a fixed by renegotiation authorities and Bell, for
price basis and two were cost- plus -fixed- the purposes of renegotiation, acceded to
the tax method of amortization, with the
fee contracts.
Under the Company's plan of amortiza- reservation that the amounts disallowed in
renegotiation against fixed price contracts
tion, a portion of the deferred costs would
have been allocated to planes delivered un- should become reimbursable costs under its
der the CPFF contracts but, in order to CPFF contracts.
In 1943 Bell restored on its books of
avoid any question of allowable reimbursement, the original plan of amortization account a proportion of deferred experiwas changed and the deferred charges were mental, development and production toolallocated to fixed -price production contracts ing which, under the re- amortization plan,
only. Substantial amortization in accord- became applicable to airplanes delivered or
ance with this revised plan took place in to be delivered under the CPFF contracts.
1941 and, by the end of 1942, Bell had Reimbursement vouchers were prepared and
amortized all of its deferred costs for ex- transmitted for approval. After some hesiperimental and developmental expenses, tation, during which some of these vouchers
and for production tooling, against fixed - were approved by the contracting officer,
the Government took exception to all such
price deliveries. During the remainder of
vouchers
on three primary grounds:
the war, a large number of planes were
produced and delivered under the CPFF
I. That the deferred expenses for which
Bell was seeking reimbursement reprecontracts. No amortization was charged
sented an allocation of losses sustained
against initial CPFF deliveries and it was
on the previous experimental and serrecognized by the court that it had been
vice test contracts, reimbursement of
which was forbidden under T.D. 5000,
the original intention of both Bell and the
2.
That
the CPFF contracts contained no
Government that no amortization of deprovision for payment of such exferred charges would be included in the
penses,
3. That the company had already amorcosts reimbursed under these contracts.
tized all such costs against fixed -price
In 1942, the Bureau of Internal Revenue
contracts.
held that, for income tax purposes, all of
The
War Department Board of Contract
the originally deferred expenses should be
Appeals
upheld the Government's contenallocated to planes produced under the
CPFF contracts as well as to those pro- tion, citing as one reason the fact that the
duced under fixed -price contracts. This de- Company had in 1940 entered upon a
cision paralleled the Company's original course of conduct by which these costs had
plan of amortization. Bell opposed the been charged against fixed -price contracts.
The Board also stated, in part, "it is diffiBureau's findings, stating that amortization
cult to understand how it can now be reashould be charged against production under
sonably contended that an item of cost is
fixed -price contracts only, on the grounds reimbursable under the terms of the subthat any amortization allowable under a
ject (CPFF) contracts, when at the time
CPFF contract would have to be included
the contracts were negotiated appellant did
in the original negotiation of such contract. not intend that the item should be reimJ U N E , 1953
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bursable and was, in fact, charging the
costs in question against other contracts in
accordance with a previously adopted plan."
Bell thereafter appealed to the Court of
Claims, which rendered its decision on
October 2, 1951. The Court's decision contained interesting material on the finality
of decisions by contracting officers and by
the Board of Contract Appeals, which is
not pertinent here. The really pertinent
part of the picture, which is worthy of review now, however late it is, emerges in
respect of the position taken by the Government in disallowing the amortization of
deferred costs as a reimbursable item under
the CPFF contracts. Basically, the court
has said that it will look beyond the cost
accounting to the question of whether or
not the Company, in the performance of all
of its production contracts, derived any
benefit from the expenditures originally deferred by Bell, and has concluded that all
production contracts, whether fixed price
or CPFF, did in fact benefit from the expenditures so deferred.
In respect of the Government's claim
that no part of the amortization of these
deferred expenditures should be recognized
as a reimbursable cost under CPFF contracts, since such expenditures actually represented losses incurred in the performance
of other Government contracts, the Court
concluded that in the performance of an
experimental contract the failure to realize
an amount over and above the cost of performance does not necessarily result in a
loss, and that it is proper to defer all such
expenses for amortization against possible
future production contracts. The Court
further concluded that only if the project
for which the experimental and development expenses had been incurred were
completely abandoned, would an actual loss
result. As to the period of amortization,
the decision states that this may be indefi1356

nite and will depend upon the prospects of
volume production. In this case, the decision asserts it was the "best practice" to
amortize the deferred expenses over all
contracts, since such expenses were an element of the cost of producing each item
called for by such contracts.
The decision disposes of the argument
that the CPFF cost estimates did not reflect an intent by Bell to be reimbursed
for deferred experimental and tooling expense on the grounds that the contract does
not expressly deny reimbursement to a legitimate item of cost merely because it was
omitted from the original cost estimates.
In amplifying this finding, the Court
reaches the interesting conclusion that inclusion or exclusion of the costs at issue,
in Bell's fixed -price bid estimates, would
have no bearing on the case.
In respect of the Government's contention that Bell had already amortized all
deferred experimental and tooling costs
against the fixed price contracts, the decision holds such a course of accounting
conduct to be mere bookkeeping, which
could not alter the actualities of the situation.
The implication that "mere bookkeeping"
is to be disregarded as a factor in computation of the costs of contract performance
seems highly dangerous to the peace of
mind of Government contractors. All cost
accounting is essentially "mere bookkeeping" of one form or another, and rare indeed is the contractor whose costs would
remain unchanged under different methods
of accounting. Agreement between contractor and Government as to the method
of "bookkeeping" to be employed in cost
computation is fundamental in negotiated
procurement and it is not difficult to visualize the chaos which will ensue if, in
disputed cases, the Courts attempt to substitute the "benefits derived" doctrine for a
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previous agreement between contractor and
Government as to what will, and what
will not, constitute costs of contract performance. But even this danger pales beside that inherent in the implication that
yesterday's undisputed costs are nevertheless lacking in finality and may be changed
at will, depending upon what happens tomorrow. What price consistency now?
FRANK S. HOW ELL, W ashington Chapter

SHOULD SMALL COMPANIES
ALLOCATE COSTS ON A SALES
R AT I O BASIS FOR CURRENT

RENEGOTIATION PURPOSES?

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
ISSUE S OF THE N.A. C.A. BULL ETIN during the past year or so have contained
interesting and informative articles on the
subject of costs to be allocated against renegotiable business under the Renegotiation
Act of 1951. However, these articles have
been written from the viewpoint of the
enterprise whose accounting system is adequate to provide, as a minimum, the basic
information necessary for the allocation of
the direct costs incurred in the performance of renegotiable business. If this information is provided in the accounts, apportionment of indirect costs on some
logical basis will follow, the usual problem being simply a matter of finding an
equitable method of allocation.
But what of the manufacturer who has
no cost system? What means will he employ to present to the Renegotiation Board
an allocation of unknown costs which,
when applied against his known renegotiable income will result in a reasonably accurate profit figure?
The usual answer in these circumstances
and the answer which was almost universally employed during the days of wartime
renegotiation, is to allocate all costs from
direct material on down to the last dollar
of "general" expense on a sales ratio basis.
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In the majority of instances, this worked
successfully enough during the war years,
since, for the great majority of companies
subject to renegotiation, renegotiable business represented 95 per cent or more of
their total business. The possibility that
costs of the remaining 5 per cent or less,
represented by nonrenegotiable business,
might well be out of line, was seldom of
sufficient impact to affect seriously the decisions of the renegotiation authorities.
But today this situation is reversed. Many
companies are finding that only a small
part of their total business is subject to
renegotiation. When a manufacturer facing
these conditions makes use of a sales ratio
basis for the allocation of costs between
renegotiable and nonrenegotiable business,
he is, in effect, requesting that he be renegotiated on the basis of his nondefense
earnings. Such a situation was certainly
not contemplated when the Renegotiation
Act of 1951 was passed.
As a matter of administrative convenience
the Renegotiation Board may logically accede in the use of a sales ratio basis for
determination of the costs of renegotiable
business when no apparent injury to the
Government results from it and may, with
equal logic, question such method when its
use appears detrimental to the Government.
But the Board can hardly be expected to
go all out in protecting a manufacturer
from renegotiation refunds which arise primarily because his accounting system is
not adequate to present the true costs of
his renegotiable business. There are, however, certain precautions which a manufacturer may take to assure himself that
the Board in considering his case, will have
a reasonably accurate picture of his operations. Some of these steps are described in
the following paragraphs.
When sales are one hundred per cent renegotiable, there is, superficially, no prob1357

lem, since, if sales are all renegotiable, it
might logically be expected that all costs
should be allocated against renegotiable income. Nevertheless, a little reflection will indicate that this is not necessarily so. For example, some items of expense may have been
reduced by credits which are traceable to
prior years in which the business was not
subject to renegotiation. Interest expense
may have been netted for administrative
convenience, but interest income is not
ordinarily subject to renegotiation and, consequently, may be shown as "nonapplicable
income" on the "Statement of Income"
for Form RB -2, even though sales are subject to renegotiation in their entirety. The
same may be true in respect of other elements of nonoperating income and expense.
Also, it must be remembered that renegotiation is conducted on the basis of taxable income. The adjustments reconciling
taxable and book income require careful
scrutiny when the statement of income is
being prepared for the Renegotiation
Board. And last, but by no means least,
the Board may hold tha t even thou gh sales
are completely renegotiable, certain expenses are unreasonable in amount, and
in consequence, should be partially eliminated in reaching a settlement.
Where there is a substantial percentage
of renegotiability, a situation frequently
encountered during the war years, the Renegotiation Board may accept a sales ratio
basis for cost allocation in the absence of a
cost system, provided that such a method
does not result in apparent injury to the
interests of the Government. On the other
hand, a manufacturer and particularly a
small manufacturer, employing this method
of cost allocation without further analysis
on the grounds that the bulk of his sales
are subject to renegotiation, may unknowingly be taking a position which can result
in serious financial detriment.
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In addition to the factors noted in the
paragraph on one hundred per cent sales
renegotiability, inquiry should be made as
to the following situations before proposing
a sales ratio method of cost allocation to
the Renegotiation Board:
I. Are the items sold in renegotiable and
nonrenegotiable business substantially
identical? If they differ to any material
degree, the sales ratio basis of cost allocation should be carefully studied in
the light of the product differences.
2. Even though the items comprising renegotiable and nonrenegotiable business
are identical, there should be common
pricing and selling policies as between
the two types of business if a sales ratio
basis for cost allocation is to be justified. Obviously, if nonrenegotiable business consists of the sale of replacement
parts at relatively high margins of profit,
while renegotiable business is represented by the sale of identical parts as
"original equipment" at lower margins,
allocation of costs on a sales ratio basis
will produce some very misleading results. The question of pricing and selling
policies should be fully explored by any
any company considering use of a sales
ratio basis for the segregation of renegotiable and nonrenegotiable costs.
3. Are manufacturing methods substantially the same for renegotiable and nonrenegotiable business? Renegotiable business may be on a production run basis,
whereas nonrenegotiable items may be
produced on special order. Again, the
proportion of subcontracting expense
may be substantially greater in the case
of renegotiable business than in the
case of nonrenegotiable items. The contractor who is not aware of the cost implications inherent in such situations,
may encounter some embarassing moments in his dealings with the Board.
4. Serious difficulties can arise when two or
more product lines are involved in renegotiable business, or when such business
is concentrated on "low end" or "high
end" items of a single line. If a sales
ratio basis for cost allocation is used in
such circumstances, costs will be pulled
away from the low profit buiness with a
resulting under or overstatement of
profits for renegotiation purposes.
Where renegotiable sales are a small
fraction of total sales, all that has been
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

said in the preceding paragraphs must be

a sales ratio method of a lloca tion has been

many times amplified, since the importance
of the figures themselves increases as room
for exercise of judgment by the Board
lessens. Under today's conditions "splinter"
renegotia ble business is qu ite apt to be less
profitable than other business, particularly
if it represents the initial stages of defense
production, but convincing the Board that
this is so when a sales -ratio allocation
method has been followed, can be a difficult

used.
Weighted sales ratio allocations are
sornetimes appropriate and acceptable. Inspection and packing requirements on many
renegotiable contracts frequently result in
costs higher than those incurred in producing similar items for nonrenegotiable use.
A manufacturer lacking a cost accounting
system may feel that, for this reason, allocation of costs on a sales ratio basis does
not present his true earnings picture and
he ma y attempt to compensa te for this a nd

matter indeed.
With regard to manufacturing costs,
there has, as a matter of administrative
convenience, grown up the practice of allocating them largely on a sales ratio basis,
even though the manufacturer concerned
may have an excellent cost system insofar
as determination of manufacturing costs is
concerned. Here again, the Renegotiation
Board is not apt to inquire as to the propriety of such a method of allocation, so
long as it does not result in any apparent
injury to the Government. It will, however, make inquiry if it finds that questionable selling and advertising costs have
been allocated against renegotiable income
through the use of a sales ratio method of
cost allocation. To avoid embarrassment
and delay, even the smallest manufacturer
should be sufficiently familiar with renegotiation regulations to avoid allocating
to renegotiable business any costs which
fall into the "unallowable" category. In
his original submission, he wou ld do well
to justify the allocations of such costs as
commissions and branch office expenses if
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other failings through use of a weighting
factor.
The same general method may be employed to compensate for varying rates of
discount as between renegotiable and non renegotiable business, and for other differentials not clearly reflected in the accounts.
If the added costs of government business
were not provided for in the pricing of
defense items and if the weighting factor
used rests on some supportable basis, a
weighted sales ratio method of cost allocation would appear preferable to use of a
straight

sales ratio, other

things being

equal. However, the Board can be expected
to scan such allocations with a critical eye.
A prime requisite for acceptance of this
treatment will obviously be the elimination
from amounts subject to allocation, of those
items of expense which have no reasona ble
relationship to the performance of renegotiable business.
R. H . CROWELL, W ashington Chapter
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